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#1 Status: Read

Author: Sylvia Currie

Welcome to our GEN seminar!
Practical Applications of Data Mining
27 November - 16 December 2001
What is Data Mining? How will online educators and learners benefit from data mining techniques? What
are the limitations of existing web usage mining applications? How can these applications be enhanced to
help online educators evaluate learning processes?
During this 3-week seminar, Osmar R. Zaïane , Assistant Professor in the Department of Computing
Science , University of Alberta , will help GEN members to understand the processes and possibilities of
"knowedge discovery" through data mining techniques.

Here are a few guidelines for participation:
Introduce yourself
Use "reply" if you are responding to a message.
If you are introducing a new question, start a new thread by selecting "add new message".
Quick messages are welcome, too! Just pop in to say hello if you only have a moment to spare.

Here are a few tips for managing your messages:
When you open this conference, use the pull-down menu on the top left to view the messages in a
format that suits you. Select the
"...by thread" option to view the various threads of discussion. Or select any of the "unread messages"
options to speed up download
time and read new postings. Remember to click "show".
Is there a specific message you'd like to revisit but you don't know where it is? Select "search" from
the top left pull-down menu and
enter a word or phrase you remember from that message.
Want to catch up quickly? Click on "Full Message View" to compile messages into one screen.
Thank you for joining us!
Sylvia Currie
GEN Coordinator
currie@idmail.com
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Date: Sun, 25 Nov 2001 (20:49)
Subject: Re:Welcome to our GEN seminar!
Keywords: absence
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Welcome to our GEN seminar!

#4 Status: Read

Thank you Sylvia for the guidelines and tips.
I would like to add that any comment at any point is welcome. Especially when it comes to trying to
define data mining and its applications in e-learning, don't be shy. ;-) You would be surprised how many
people would concur with your explanations.
Absence November 28 to December 2, 2001
By the way, something important, I will be attending a conference in California from November 28 to
December 2. Yes it is a conference on data mining. ;-)
I will try to connect and follow the discussion from there.
Cheers,
Date: Thu, 29 Nov 2001 (06:37)
Subject: Re:Welcome to our GEN seminar!
Keywords:
Author: Donald Hart
In-Reply-To:
Re:Welcome to our GEN seminar!

#29 Status: Read

Hi, Don Hart here (fancy title = Director of Faculty Consultant Development - actual job = computermissionary)
Stuff (info?) published on the Internet is pretty close to chaos - no
library system to keep it straight. Search engines are helpful, but depend on titles and key words, etc. Data
Mining is an attempt to FIND the bits of data that are out there somewhere and bring them together so that
a human (we assume intelligent) can look for meaning/patterns
and thus construct knowledge from that data.
Of course this is quite useful (at least now) in e-learning. When we get the proposed Semantic-WWW it
may not be as useful as now, but e-learners need all the tools they can get to collect and sift and sort.
Date: Thu, 29 Nov 2001 (19:09)
Subject: Re:Welcome to our GEN seminar!
Keywords: EFL knowledge structures access
Author: Lawrie Hunter
In-Reply-To:
Welcome to our GEN seminar!

#30 Status: Read

Hi, my name is Lawrie Hunter, and I'm a prof at Kochi University of Technology in southern Shikoku,
Japan. My main jobs are instruction in technical writing and critical thinking, and CALL writing lab
design.
I'm interested in educational document design from the persepective of second language readers of
English.
1.What is data mining in your understanding?
I *imagine* data mining to be creating structured information out of data which is available in
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unstructured or unfriendly forms.
2.Again, based on your understanding, how could we use data mining in e-learning?
Non-native readers of English (NNRE's) can generalize patterns in data
to form their own vision of patterns in language.
More to say, but...
Date: Sun, 25 Nov 2001 (19:41)
Subject: <No Subject>
Keywords:

#2 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
Hi everybody,
Welcome to the Data mining seminar on GEN.
This is the first time I am moderating a forum on GEN. Actually, I have never participated in any previous
GEN discussion. So, many participants may not know me. I am a very recent GEN member.
Actually, I was a member of the Virtual-U team for 2 years (1996-1997) and developed some of the many
tools of the Virtual-U web-based learning environment (http://virtual-u.cs.sfu.ca).
This is me
for the curious ones.
I teach computing science at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, Canada. For my research, I specialize
in database management, and particularly my research focuses on data mining. Hmm! What a coincidence.
I have to admit, when I was asked few months ago to moderate on GEN a conference on data mining I
instantly accepted. The reason is that I don’t know how to say “No”. ;-)
Now, actually, I don’t regret it. I am glad I accepted despite the workload I already have. I am convinced
this will be a great experience for me, and probably for many others. I have taught data mining to
undergraduate, as well as graduate students, but these had a computer science background. I understand
the majority of the participants are not in this category. ;-)
Moreover, I would like to direct the discussion towards data mining in the context of e-learning. I am very
exited to learn new ideas, and thoughts coming from non-computer scientists. It would be very interesting
to see other perspectives, and particularly understand the real needs for data mining from the educators’
side.
In the coming message I will explain how I plan to direct and shape this discussion.
Let’s have fun!
Date: Thu, 29 Nov 2001 (01:59)
Subject: Re'Data Mining Questions
Keywords:
Author: Jenny Ure
In-Reply-To:
<No Subject>

#28 Status: Read

1. Data mining is matching the categories and content in your head, with the ones in this shared 'electronic'
head
2. For e-learning it (should) provide two distinct things - more content -more or different conceptual
categories.
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The content is straightforward - it could be information that e-learners can use to further extend,validate,
understand, exemplify or apply an exisiting concept
The categories are the hard part - for the e-learner and the database designer. If the categories used to
structure the content are similar to those of the learner this couold help e-learners by extends knowledge as
well as information - extending your 'map' if you like, and possibly in ways which can be tracked in
concept mapping.
If they are different, they may
(a) provoke the kind of dissonance that foster the development of new categories by the learner so he/she
can communicate withit meanigfully (through shared categories)
(b) (more probably) provoke such frustration that they cannot uise the database, although the information,
differently structured, would have been useful
Date: Sun, 25 Nov 2001 (20:36)
Subject: Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
question, start

#3 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
Hi everybody,
As I said in the introduction message, which by mistake didn’t have a subject line, this conference is to
discuss some basic concepts related to data mining, understand to some extent the technology, and to share
ideas on how this technology could be used in e-learning for the benefit of the learner as well as the
educator.
Data mining is becoming today a buzz-word. It is used here and there. It may mean different things to
different people. This is because many use the term without actually comprehending what it really means.
Many believe they know what it entails, but are not correct. Actually, to make you feel better, many
computer scientists don’t know what data mining stands for. Hmm! So what is data mining?
Because of the misconceptions many people have, I would like you to define in your own terms what data
mining is. Don’t worry. There is nothing wrong about giving an incorrect definition at this point. It is
actually interesting to know what some people think and how they perceive data mining and its potential
benefits in web-based distance learning. I would like to build on top of the definitions given by the
participants. After few of your attempts, I will highlight the most important points you put forth and will
explain in my terms what mining the data is supposed to be.
It’s only after we define data mining together that I will try to guide the discussion towards the potential
use of this technology in the context of e-learning. I have some ideas, but I would like to learn from you,
the practitioners, learners and users, how we could use data mining to improve distance learning.
Let’s begin. Could you answer the following questions:
1. What is data mining in your understanding?
2. Again, based on your understanding, how could we use data mining in e-learning?
By e-learning, I actually mean the collection of tools, that compose a web-based learning environment
such as synchronous and asynchronous conferencing, workspaces, quizzes, course material delivery, etc.
etc.
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Cheers,
Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2001 (15:08)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Aneita Strauss
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#5 Status: Read

Hi,
My name is Aneita Strauss and I am the Information Systems Coordinator at Royal Roads University in
Victoria, B.C., Canada. I actually am in the computer systems/database area but I create systems to meet
the needs of our faculty and staff - who may or may not know exactly what they want or how they would
like to get it. I'm hoping that by participating in this seminar, I too will learn what "e-learning" facilitators
really need in terms of data from our systems.
So to answer the questions:
1. To me, data mining means accessing and manipulating data from potentially a number of different
sources in order to discover information.
2. While this is the question that I'm looking for an answer to as well, I would say that end-users could use
data mining to help them prepare materials for instruction (faculty) and to research materials for course
work (students). What would make this a powerful tool for these users is that they could access and
manipulate data outside the constraints of canned reports.
Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2001 (23:00)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Linda Harasim
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#6 Status: Read

Hi everyone!
I am especially interested in this topic, given the apparent potential of data mining to illuminate patterns
and processes of (e)learning. So thanks to Sylvia for organizing this seminar, and to Osmar for
moderating the seminar.
One of my main questions regards understanding data mining.
For example,
1. How is data mining different from analysis of usage statistics? analyses of conference information such
as cofnerence headers?
2. Is data mining related to transcript analysis? To Latent Semantic Analysis, for example?
3. Under which conditions and for which purposes is data mining of value to e-learning? Please provide
specific exampless.
This is a great seminar topic and I thank all involved for the opportunity to learn from you.
Thanks,
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Linda
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (22:33)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:Welcome again (the start)

#61 Status: Read

Linda in message #6 wrote:
1. How is data mining different from analysis of usage statistics? analyses of conference information such
as cofnerence headers?
2. Is data mining related to transcript analysis? To Latent Semantic Analysis, for example?
3. Under which conditions and for which purposes is data mining of value to e-learning? Please provide
specific exampless.
These are very interesting and very important questions. I haven’ forgotten these questions and I am not
ignoring them. I shall come back to these later. LSA, in particular, seems to be a popular tool used by
some educators to analyse written messages. It has also intrigued others and even fuelled scepticism in
some cases. The relationship between DM and LSA is a justifiable question.
The thirds question is the ultimate goal of this forum: identify where DM can help e-learning. So we'll get
back to it for sure when I'll summarize the discussions.
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (08:35)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords: intro and definition
Author: dominique giguere
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#7 Status: Read

hi my name is dominique giguere. i'm an instructional designer at tvontario, elearning division. since my role
is to advise our partners who are busy in the trenches developing online courses, i try to stay abreast of
what is going on in the field. data mining sounds interesting. i know nothing about it so i'm probably a
good canditate for this conference!
1.What is data mining in your understanding?
taking a wild guess, since mining means to extract something of value out of something that appears to be
of no value, then i would think that data mining is to extract data that is of value but is 'hidden' in raw, and
seemingly unvaluable data. it would be like getting data you didn't expect or purposely collected.
2. Again, based on your understanding, how could we use data mining in e-learning?
if we apply this to elearning, then i would again guess that we could extract information about learners and
their learning processes by mining data such as the learner's path and assessment results, collected through
LMSs. for example, if we 'mined' assessment results, we could greatly improve the feedback we give to
learners by predicting why they misunderstood something. maybe data mining could be combined with
learning objects and allow the learner to truly customize his path?
well, i won't get too carried away since i don't know if i myself am on the right path! looking forward to
discussing further dominique
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Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (13:37)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords: Data mining
Author: Ros Woodhouse
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#10 Status: Read

I am Ros Woodhouse, & I direct the Office of Health Sciences Education at Queen's University.
I too understand data mining as a term that has traditionally meant the application of statistical tools to a
data set to investigate potential relationships that might exist, as opposed to planned testing of questions
that have been determined a priori. I am eager to learn how this term is used in other fields.
From that basis I had assumed that we might be exploring potential ways to enable students to explore real
world data and to approach learning in a constructivist way. I am intrigued by the suggestion (made by
several earlier participants) that we might also use this approach to investigate elearning itself. And very
curious about how this could be done.
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (14:20)
Subject: Hi and What is "data mining."
Keywords:
Author: Claude Whitmyer
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#11 Status: Read

Hi all,
My name is Claude Whitmyer and I'm CIO and Chief Community Strategist at FutureU (futureu.com), a
San Francisco-based company specializing in research, training, publishing, and consulting on virtual
communications and e-learning. It's been a while since I've attended one of these great GEN seminars and
this one looks to be particularly interesting.
To me "data mining" has mostly been a metaphor for understanding the underlying patterns contained
within sets of data.
When analyzing the content of online discussion forums, I sometimes use data mining as a synonym for
"harvesting" (http://www.futureu.com/stuff/l-harvesting.html).
Here's what I think I understand about the formal definition of data mining:
1) There is a formal academic pursuit known as "knowledge discovery" of which data mining is a subset
2) Formal data mining uses sophisticated algorithms to uncover the patterns in the data
3) Data mining often includes the step of creating images of the data to help people understand the
patterns.
I'm not sure how it can be used in e-learning, but I'm anxious to hear what ideas folks have. For me, it is
difficult to measure actual learning in any absolute sense.
I recall that Linda was working on an algorithm to measure increases in comprehension by measuring
increases in the use of key concept words. How is that going, Linda?
claude
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Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (20:50)
Subject: Re:Hi and What is "data mining."
Keywords:
Author: Linda Harasim
In-Reply-To:
Hi and What is "data mining."

#24 Status: Read

This is a very impressive array of participants from around the world! How wonderful.
The group also erpresents a continuum of knowledge about the term 'data mining', altho most are like
me---novices and next-to-novices.
I liked Osmar's analogy to gold mining, and hope that we won't be dirt mining. That is why this seminar
promises to be so valuable, to help ensure that we can understand some of promise and potential of mining
data and not just mucking around in the dirt.
We at Virtual-U are pleased that Osmar and his group are working with us to benefit from the promise of
data mining. From a few conversations with Osmar, however, I have the understanding that dm is not just
statistical analysis, however, sophisticated. And that difference is something that I am keen to better
understand.
Claude recalls "that Linda was working on an algorithm to measure increases in comprehension by
measuring increases in the use of key concept words. How is that going, Linda?"
Short short answer (to a very complex but highly rich problem):
I believe, Claude, that you are referring to the use of Latent Semantic Analysis to study conceptual change
and understanding, by individuals and within the group as a whole, over time....by measuring the
convergence in student discourse (in e-learning contexts) with a 'corpus of expertise' (i.e., the course
readings, expert writings, etc.
This line of research has tremendous potential, especially in shedding some much needed light on the
study of human understanding: enabling researchers to use measures other than exams, papers, or even
portfolios to study learning.
The use of LSA is, imho, however still primitive albeit exciting, and hence very expensive to tame and use
by lowly folks such as ourselves (the ETS has adopted it for commercial use in computer-based grading of
papers...quite a noble undertaking). They invested millions, I would guess to make LSA useable, valid,
and reliable.
Nonetheless, I think that there may well be simpler, easier indicators of individual and group
comprehension and conceptual change, such as those found in some of the qualitative anlayses software
(phrase counts, sentence complexity, etc.).
Ironic that you should ask about that today, because just this afternoon I put that portion of our research on
temporary hold in order to seek more research dollars.
So, we are not there yet, but I am excited by and remain convinced that 'there is a pony in there
somewhere!" I think that educational research is on the brink of some terrific new finds!
And this conference may well be describing one of Aladdin's new lamps.
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Cheers!
Date: Thu, 29 Nov 2001 (01:46)
Subject: Re:data mining /Latent Semantic Analysis
Keywords:
Author: Jenny Ure
In-Reply-To:
Re:Hi and What is "data mining."

#27 Status: Read

Is LSA related to the concept mapping stuff where you score by the number of new links or elements in a
concept map? I had the notion that this provided the basis for integrative assessment, but was never able to
backtrack to the original reference many years ago.
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (22:15)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Liz Hammond-Kaarremaa
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#14 Status: Read

Hi, I'm Liz and I work with faculty and educational technology, not computer database people so what I'm
going to suggest is pure guesswork. The question about data mining and what makes it different from
analysis and how could we apply it to learning makes me very curious. I'm going to jump right into the
deep end on this one ...
re: definition of data mining
I have this image in my mind of a mountain of data that needs to be extracted somehow to get from data to
information to knowledge. Somewhere, in transforming the data into meaningful information is the
process of data mining. I think of techniques like drilling down, filtering, comparing, sorting, etc. as
processes that help analyze the information, but those processes assume we know exactly what we are
looking for. It's the discovery or the finding of patterns and relationships that give us new information and
knowledge that distinguishes data mining from analysis.
re: use in education
I'm not sure how it could be used, but I think that might be part of the beauty of data mining, the discovery
of unthought-of information and knowledge. For example, we look at online instruction from our
face-to-face point-of-view. Perhaps we analyze it that way too and in so doing we might be missing
valuable information that we didn't know to look for. So if we are in a paradigm shift in teaching &
learning, then we need to look at what we do from a different point-of-view. Maybe data mining will help
us find what we aren't currently looking for?
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (22:53)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Jim Rosso
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#15 Status: Read

I am Jim Rosso, a doctoral student at Pepperdine University in Educational Technology.
I will admit that I am brand new to the term data mining. I have appreciated reading all the previous
thoughts on the term. I think of times when I have come across a new concept, word, and to arrive at a
general notion of how the word works in the world I put it in a search engine and see what comes up. The
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data that comes up puts the word in a context that I add to my understanding of the word.
How this can be applied to elearning is an interesting question. It reminds me of a couple of dissertations
that I have run across (as opposed to read) where the author studied the progression of thought and social
interaction amongst an online community by examining the word usage evolution of the group over time.
Jim Rosso
Date: Thu, 29 Nov 2001 (01:33)
Subject: Re: JIm Rosso /Welcome again (the start)
Keywords: evolution meaning words community
Author: Jenny Ure
In-Reply-To:
Re:Welcome again (the start)

#26 Status: Read

Hi - Im Jenny Ure - a research fellow on a project at Edinburgh University Management School, looking
at the social construction of technology, and the implications of this for the design of networked
technology.
Was interested in Jim Rosso's comment - I think the research shows that the discussion between the
community (real or virtual) is what constructs the shared conceptual categories through which we (a)
make meaning from the data and (b) are able then to share it in meanigful discussion
Regards from freezing Scotland
Jenny
Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (00:42)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Daniel Scherly
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#16 Status: Read

Hi,
my name is Daniel Scherly and I am working as a kind of instructional technolgist at the medical faculty
of Geneva University, Switzerland. Reading all the previous understandings of the term "data mining", I
realize that my definition of this term is limited or worse: totaly wrong. Anyway, here is my definition:
1) what is data mining: the act of searching informations (usually electronic information) in a repository
which can be specialized databases, the web, news systems.
2) how could we use data mining in e-learning ? I came to this seminar because, in our faculty, we recently
teached our 2nd year students how to find informations on the web. The student were exposed first to a 2
hour demonstration and then they had to put in practice what they learned by solving a problem where
most of the information was on the web (the emergence of a new flu virus in Hong-Kong in 1997). As we
use the problem based learning (PBL) format in our faculty, the students had then to share what they found
by publishing on the web relevant URLs associated with their comments. The web sites found by the
students were discussed in small groups (how relevant was the site to solve the problem, how to evaluate
the site, searching strategies, ...). So, this is a practical exemple of e-learning use of what I thought was
"data mining".
Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (00:48)
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Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Camilo VILLA
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)
Hi. I am the Programme Manager of a master's in International Management in Leiden University.
About your two questions...one answer: to be or not to be.
Perhaps I know what it is, perhaps I practice it every day, but this is the first time I found this concept. So,
I am just a curious man who want to learn about.
Bye,
Camilo
Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (04:28)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords: intro, definition
Author: Antje Eckhardt
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#18 Status: Read

Hi,
my name is Antje and I'm working at the University of Landau, Germany at the Multimedia Center trying
to find ways how to best implement "new learning" into university teaching and doing a little research on
this topic from an educational psychology point of view (lately drifting towards instructional design).
I have no real idea what data minig is but I imagine it has something to do with sorting through a big
bunch of information and finding ways to filter the information that is relevant for a question or problem at
hand.
With this understanding data mining does have a high potential and importance for e-learning as learners
often seem to have a problem with selecting relevant informtion especially if they are confronted with the
bunch of information available online. Effective data mining strategies might help here.
Antje Eckhardt

Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (08:58)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Kate (PinkFlamingo)
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#19 Status: Read

Hi everyone. I teach adults using K-12 materials in New Westminster, BC, Canada (a city in greater
Vancouver). My intro is in the GenCafe.
Data mining? I like all the definitions so far. I cheated (of course!) and went to one of my favorite
look-it-up sites, Atomica (I have their desktop client always active on my computer). They have a great
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response to the keywords "data mining"; the page includes links to "programs that analyze the data
automatically", plus an example screenshot with explanation of a simple data analysis chart.
Uses in eLearning? Probably more uses than we can count or list. I can see applications including the
exploration of effective course design, study and analysis of student demographics (educational
institutions could use to determine target markets for offerings), seeking and applying best teaching
practices, analysis of course relevance to student needs, exploration of student usage of course materials
within a course (frequency of visits to material, numbers of FAQs on materials, etc). As well as those
institution and teacher applications, I would include student uses for research required in courses, etc.
Date: Tue, 04 Dec 2001 (21:30)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:Welcome again (the start)

#46 Status: Read

Kate writes in message #19:
> Data mining? I like all the definitions so far. I cheated (of
> course!) and went to one of my favorite look-it-up sites, Atomica
> (I have their desktop client always active on my computer). They
> have a great response to the keywords "data mining"; the page
> includes links to "programs that analyze the data automatically",
> plus an example screenshot with explanation of a simple data
> analysis chart.
Thank you for the pointer to Atomica. I find it interesting indeed. By the way, this is not cheating. It is part
of our learning process. ;-)
Anyhow, the simple definition of data mining given by Atomica is the typical "definition" given by
marketing people: superficial but right.
The snapshot shows a decision tree. This is a common method for classification. Classification is one of
the canonical tasks in data mining that I will detail soon.
Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (09:17)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#20 Status: Read

First I want to welcome all new members to the Global Educators' Network. It's exciting to meet new
people here and have participation from so many different countries! And welcome back all returning
GEN members!
Osmar, I really like the way you launched this seminar. Such intrigue! Reading through the various
definitions of data mining is really fascinating.
I spent many childhood years in the coal mining region of the Appalachian Mountains in Kentucky. In
conjuring up a definition of data mining, I can't help but think of big machines drilling and chipping away,
lots of unwanted debris being separated from the good stuff, and miners going deep into the dark mines,
occasionally returning with suprise gems! I guess that's not so far off from data mining! -- techniques used
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to unearth information that isn't necessarily apparent or obvious from the surface.
As for the application of data mining techniques to e-learning, I imagine that we would be able to reveal
trends and patterns as learners participate in dialogue and interact with the learning environment. I also
imagine that instructors and learners could be alerted to items that require attention in a course. Data
mining could help learners achieve their learning goals, and help educators achieve their instructional
goals.
Sylvia
Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (11:23)
Subject: Re:Data mining
Keywords:
Author: Evelyne Corcos
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#21 Status: Read

Hi everyone,
My name is Evelyne Corcos. I am a faculty member in the Psychology Department at the Glendon
Campus of York University in Toronto, Canada.
This seminar is of particular interest to me because I have used web-based information to a great extent in
my face-to-face courses to enrich them.
Data mining sparks the idea of gathering information collected in database associated with my website.
This information might consist of data about who signed in, when, the path of pages visited, feedback on
how many times an exercise was visited before achieving a perfect score, etc.
Without data mining, I can not make decisions about which pages were more relevant, albeit, whether I
am getting visitors at all.
Because I am interested in studying hypertext, I need data about how each student is proceeding through
the available information.
I have tried to collect data using a package called Webtrends, only to find it long and tedious when the
process is done by student.
I am looking forward to hearing everyone's experiences
Date: Thu, 29 Nov 2001 (00:57)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Faisal Qutbuddin
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#25 Status: Read

Hi,
I am Faisal Qutbuddin working at the Aga Khan University, Institute for Educational Development in
Karachi Pakistan, as a Course Designer for Open and Distance Learning Courses. I have recently
completed my Masters in Open and Distance Education from Open University UK. Before this position, I
was working as Educational Media Coordinator responsible for producing teaching and learning resources
for students and faculty members who use it for educational purposes. These include preparing audio and
video material, computer graphics, photographs, charts and posters etc. This is my first time participating
in this discussion forum.
The answers to the above two questions in my understanding are:
1) As soon as I heard the word mining, the first thing that came into my mind is gold mining or coal
mining i.e. extracting the gold or coal from mines and when I resemble it with Data mining I would say
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extracting data and required information from the various sources of information like Internet and
Multimedia.
2) Similarly for data mining to be used for e-learning means effective and efficient extraction of
data(Knowledge) that can used for learning and educational development.
The above answers I am giving without looking at any of the previously posted answers so that I can
contribute my own initial thinking about it.
Cheers,
Faisal

Date: Fri, 30 Nov 2001 (13:56)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Susan Abbott
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#32 Status: Read

Hi - I am a marketing researcher and consultant that works mainly in the financial services field, so have
some knowledge about how those tools are used in that field (but am a management type person, not a
data miner myself :) I joined this seminar to learn more about e-learning, as well as data mining.
Definition: The definitions so far have been great! All I can add is that data mining should include
bringing together disparate datasets in meaningful new ways. In financial services marketing, data mining
is often used not just to see relationships, (such as, how many GIC holders also have mortgages, and what
is the average age of that group) but also to create predictive models (such as, what type of customer is
most likely to respond positively to a specific type of credit card offer). Building on the predictive
modelling ideas....
How could data mining be used in e-learning: How about using data mining to customize the learning
experience for users, so that learners can spend less time on areas that they understand quickly, and more
time on areas that they find challenging?
Maybe data mining could be used to mimic the kind of learning experience that one-on-one with a tutor
provides: they customize delivery of learning and material to keep the student interested, with the right
degree of challenge. If the e-tutor "knows" that I already know a lot about some element of the course
material (eg. statistics), then it would initially present only refresher information to me, not make me click
through the whole section.
My site, for anyone curious, is at www.abbottresearch.com
Thanks for making this available!

Date: Mon, 03 Dec 2001 (04:48)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: John furnival
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)
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Hi out there my name is john furnival and i'm a principal lecturer in the business school at university of
central england in birmingham, and I'm a poor typist.I'm a member of the knowledge management centre details at www.uce.ac.uk/kmc. and i should know about data mining, so i'm very pleased to find this
conference, and learn more. Thanks to the organisers and the moderator for the opportunity.
I think data mining is around looking for patterns and sharing insights. One of our contacts is a large
construction company and they use it in marketing to look for segmentation customer characteristics and
links between ordering history size geography and anything else they can discover to better undestand
their customers.
I had not thouught about the use of data mining in our field but thanks to the previous postings i am
beginning to see some benefits.
Date: Mon, 03 Dec 2001 (10:45)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords:
Author: Dare
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)

#39 Status: Read

What is Data Mining? Most of the data mining we have seen is based on "going over" data already
gathered for "another" reason. We have seen that in finance e.g. "what else can you sell to credit card
holders? in addition to issuing them credit cards?" For instance if you find they buy a new set of golf
equipment they are good candidates for a SUV (U of Southern Illinois Prof of EE did this work if I recall
correctly).
Data Mining in Education. Best use in education on the net could be: 1. Exploration to find new and
interesting things - discovering things; 2. answering questions such as what time of day do participants
do: a. Their work; b. Their best work; c. Their worst work? Similar questions could be posed
concerning the instructors.
Date: Mon, 03 Dec 2001 (19:38)
Subject: "Best" Use of DM in Education?
Keywords:
Author: Linda Harasim
In-Reply-To:
Re:Welcome again (the start)

#40 Status: Read

I have enjoyed all of the comments thus far...
In particular I'd like to addressed the previous message (#39) from Dare who wrote:
Data Mining in Education. Best use in education on the net could be: 1. Exploration to find new and
interesting things - discovering things; 2. answering questions such as what time of day do participants
do: a. Their work; b. Their best work; c. Their worst work? Similar questions could be posed
concerning the instructors.
Cool idea. If data mining could helpus get a better handle on what constitutes "best work" or "worst
work", that would be totally cool.
Is there an evaluative potential in DM?
Linda
Date: Tue, 04 Dec 2001 (08:04)
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Subject: Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?
Keywords:
Author: Sue Roseman
In-Reply-To:
"Best" Use of DM in Education?
Would DM be used to give us the statistics found in today's Toronto's Globe and Mail and National Post:
"CANADA IN TOP 5 IN SCHOOLS STUDY - Landmark tests in 32 nations places Canada 2nd in
Reading and 5th in Science and Math?"
The article Data mining student performance
@ http://www.cnn.com/2000/TECH/computing/02/29/high.marks.idg/hs~index.html is worth a glance!
Sue
Gotta go. My grade 4 class is awaiting my presence!
Date: Tue, 04 Dec 2001 (12:52)
Subject: Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?
Keywords:
Author: Donald Hart
In-Reply-To:
Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?

#42 Status: Read

Might I ask for clarification in the expression "in Education"?
There seem to be very important differences in the use of DM
(1) in Education-administration
(2) in Education-teaching-creating web-based courses
and
(3) in Education- learning- (the student's/learner's perspective)
The first is the easy one - for education just IS a business (at least
from administrators' perspectives.
(2) and (3) are hard AND INTERESTING.
Date: Tue, 04 Dec 2001 (20:27)
Subject: Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?

#43 Status: Read

These questions are right to the point. I agree with the taxonomy your are giving. The DM for
administration purposes is often forgotten, but it is true it is the easy part.
The goal of this forum is indeed to find answers to (2) and (3). We shall discuss them shortly.
Date: Wed, 05 Dec 2001 (22:12)
Subject: Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?
Keywords:
Author: Linda Harasim
In-Reply-To:
Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?

#48 Status: Read

Donald:
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Thanks for the specification of what do we mean by "education"? You are very astute in identifying 3
parameters:
1. Ed Admin
2. Ed: as in teaching/creating courses and/or
3. Ed: as in learning.
You and subsequently Osmar noted that the INTERESTING questions and IMPORTANT ones are in #2
and #3.
Absolutely. This is where my own bias and focus lies.
Nonetheless, we should recognize that the value of #1 is the importance of providing empirical evidence
for (or against) various e-learning approaches, models, and designs...in order to obtain institutional
support and acceptance.
One of the ironies is that those involved in e-learning today CAN produce data about learning processes,
outcomes, user responses, satisfaction, etc. And this is or can make a huge different in whether and how
an institution adopts an e-learning strategy.
In the 1980s, those of us implementing online courses were always, always challenged to defend how
online compared with f2f lectures. Any online or e-learning activities were viewed with tremendous
skepticism. The dilemma was the lack of baseline data on f2f lecture mode classes with which to compare.
And (back to my mention of irony), there is still little or no evidence on the role/value of lecture mode in
the teaching or learning mode. [Probably, the efficiency experts do have lots of data on mass production.)
Long message...to say that I agree with you about the ultimate importance of #2 and 3. But winning over
the administration is still important. Even if we have to make a business case, having a learning case is
powerful ammunition. Something that data mining should enable!
Now to a question...does data mining enable a learning case? If so, how?
Linda
Date: Thu, 06 Dec 2001 (19:55)
Subject: Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?
Keywords:
Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Re:"Best" Use of DM in Education?

#49 Status: Read

Sue, thanks for sharing that article from the Globe and Mail.
http://www.cnn.com/2000/TECH/computing/02/29/high.marks.idg/hs~index.html
It's hard to extract from this article how their version of "data mining student performance" is adding value
to education. The example they use of learning how students are scoring on standardized tests over time
doesn't seem like it would require sophisticated data mining techniques. (plus a 2 million dollar project to
interpret test results -- yikes!)
Am I off track, or are they using the term data mining to mean something entirely different?
Sylvia
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Date: Wed, 05 Dec 2001 (14:34)
Subject: Re:Welcome again (the start)
Keywords: student model
Author: Riccardo Mazza
In-Reply-To:
Welcome again (the start)
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#47 Status: Read

Hi everybody,
my name is Riccardo Mazza, I'm Ph.D. student at the faculty of communication sciences of the University
of Lugano (southern Switzerland). Sorry for the late introductory post, but I found this seminar only today.
First of all, I apologize for my bad English !!! I’ll try to keep errors as few as possible. I’m very interested
in the discussion, because I’m trying to find out some good tips for my Ph.D. work, that is about “external
representation of learner models”. A definition of learner (or student) models could be, according to P.
Brusilovsky, “The student model represents the student's understanding of material to be taught”; or,
according to Barr and Greer: "Student Model represents student understanding of the material to be taught
with the purpose to make hypotheses about students' misconceptions and suboptimal performance
strategies" (Barr et al., 1982). External representation (sketches, diagrams, plans, …) of student models
can be useful for the teacher to assess the learner’s knowledge and promote the collaboration among
group of students on a specific topic. In other words, the main goal of my job would be to produce a
representation of the overall state of knowledge of an entire class of students, who are taking a particular
distance learning course via the WWW. Typically, students models are generated starting from feedback of
students to quiz and assignments, by questionnaires, very rarely by the analysis of students actions.
Bayesian classifiers are very well-liked for this purpose.
Data mining in only one of the possibility that I want to analyse to discover student models. I would very
happy if all of you can help me to understand if it’s possible to use data mining for this intention.
My definition of data mining: discover of patterns or interesting derived-data (respect to a particular
purpose) from structured data.
How could be useful in e-learning: detect learning styles, statistical analysis, and hopefully discover
students’ knowledge (but I don’t know how).

Thanks to all of you.
Riccardo Mazza
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (09:11)
Subject: what is data mining?
Keywords:
Data mining

#8 Status: Read

Author: Fethi inan
I dont know What data mining is but when i hear data mining it make sense something.It might be wrong
but it help me to learn and mentor to organize this conference. I think Data mining is related to
programing and it give a way programmer to make connection to any type of data which stored in any
database.Mostly web based instructional sites collect user data and store them in their server for some
reason recording,reuse... So Designing any online instructional application needs data collection system
and a way to re-use this collected data again.
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Fethi Ahmet !NAN, Research Asst.
Department of Computer Education & Instructional Technology
Middle East Technical University
06531 Ankara, TURKEY
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (12:15)
Subject: Data Mining
Keywords:
data, mining, higher education

#9 Status: Read

Author: Kathleen Bennett
I am a Web Instructional Technologist at the University of Tenn in Knoxville, TN, USA.
Data mining is the use of high end analytical tools which, when applied to a massive database (for
example, a data warehouse generated by a large corporation to hold consumer information) will produce
information that can be used in the decision-making process to increase sales revenue.
Higher education is less sophisticated in its data collection and data analysis tools. Without an economic
bottom line to drive the use of these tools, educational institutions have, to the best of my knowledge, not
explored the potential benefits.
E-learning as an economic endeavor really needs and could profit from the application of data mining
tools. How much does it cost to create a course? How many students does that course touch? First collect
the data, then mine it for information on how to do the job better.
Interesting topic.
Date: Tue, 04 Dec 2001 (21:02)
Subject: Re:Data Mining
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Data Mining

#45 Status: Read

Going through the previous messages I had to comment on Kathleen's message.
In message #9 Kathleen writes:
> Higher education is less sophisticated in its data collection and
> data analysis tools. Without an economic bottom line to drive the
> use of these tools, educational institutions have, to the best of
> my knowledge, not explored the potential benefits.
In this sentence, she makes the analogy with business.
I have to agree 100% with this statement. The majority of the effort put in Data Mining research and
development is directed towards helping decision making in business. Today, some is catered to
bioinformatics research and other scientific data collection, but very very few has been done in data
mining for the benefit of e-learning. Those who work on web usage mining, for instance, prefer working
for e-commerce. The reason, as Kathleen pointed out, is that there is no tangible economic drive. The
short-term financial benefits are obvious for e-business. In e-learning, if there is any financial gain to use
data mining, it is in the long-term. This is the main reason, in my opinion, that noting serious has been
done so far. However, I am optimistic. I am interested in this topic and I
am working on it. Am I not? ;-)
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This forum will hopefully pinpoint some solvable problems to tackle.
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (14:28)
Subject: Data mining
Keywords:

#12 Status: Read

Author: Stephen Relf
Hello I am an educational designer at Charles Sturt University, Bathurst, Australia.
1. What is data mining?
It appears to be some hip type of information liteacy or digital literacy aka Paul Gilster. In this sense it is a
research approach used to obtian resources that are helpful to research of a particular topic.

2. Again, based on your understanding, how could we use data mining in e-learning?
This is a more difficult question for me to answer because I am wanting to find out the meaning making
implication of data mining and the extent to which data mining changes the epistemological structures of
our thinking. One example is whether the data mining searching is based on a Boolean lines which makes
use of logics that presume pointed searching - pre-set, channelled, tunnelled searching - in contrast to an
open searching search results that look for peripheral and unexpected research. Another example, and
slightly different, is the type of resource that is being mined. The metaphor data, and information used in
this sense, has the implication of being value free and objective. I want to find out what this means for
learning generally which includes e-learning.

Stephen Relf
Centre for Enhancing Learning and Teaching
Charles Sturt University
Bathurst, NSW
Australia
Date: Tue, 27 Nov 2001 (20:02)
Subject: Hello/Data Mining
Keywords:

#13 Status: Read

Author: Melanie Gambill
Well, first I feel like a small fish in a sea of experts. I recently completed my M.Ed. degree in Instructional
Design at the University of West Florida, Pensacola, FL. Haven't found a job to utilize my new skills, so I
am still working for the local K12 school district supporting instructional tv/satellite services.
Data Mining could mean colllecting statistical data and analyzing it for various information that could
help in developing elearning materials that will better suit the individual student. Or could it be more of a
service that supports the development of databases for a selected need, which would allow instructor and
student to access needed materials to teach and learn/produce.
Thanks for the seminar. I hope to keep learning in order to keep my M.Ed. fresh!
Melanie Gambill
Escambia County School District
Pensacola, FL
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Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (14:39)
Subject: Way to go
Keywords:
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#22 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
This is great. I like most of the messages sent. The definitions some came-up with are fantastic. I
particularly like the metaphor with real mining that Dominique presented “extract something of value out
of something that appears to be of no value” and that data mining is “to extract data that is of value but is
'hidden' in raw, and seemingly unvaluable data.”
Notice however the misnomer. When we mine for gold we say gold mining and not dirt mining. Here we
say data mining and not knowledge mining.
This is a good metaphor and the two major concepts used here are “hidden” and potential value of what is
discovered.
Hidden indeed since we are looking for implicit information, I’ll give more detail later.
For now I prefer letting the participants continue volunteering definition. This is better than I expected.
One participant mentioned discovering resources. This is the typical misconception that most people have
about data mining, even CS faculty. For instance, a search engine on the web finds resources (URLs) but
this is typical information retrieval, another big field in computing science research. Resources are
explicit.
Anyway, these are just some hints. I am in the airport AirCanada lounge (glad they have computers with
Internet access ;-)
I am looking forward to reading more definitions. In the next message I’ll put a rough plan for the coming
discussions.
--Cheers,
Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2001 (14:46)
Subject: Plans
Keywords:

#23 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
The plan for this forum is as follows:
1-After some more discussions clarifying the concepts, I will highlight the most interesting contributions
and underline the most relevant ideas.
2- After giving my definition of what data mining is, I will explicitly present the different tasks in data
mining.
3- I will present the current data collecting process in e-learning and we should discuss what should be
collected.
4- For each data mining task I presented above, we will discuss how this could be used in e-learning, and
how this can be done with the current data collected and if we ought to collect different data
5. I will summarize the contributions made by all participants and we will kind of agree on some
recommendations for: (1) better data collection; (2) e-learning specific data mining tasks for intelligent
e-learning systems.
Got to run to the gate for my plane.
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I’ll try to access this conf from San Jose.
Cheers,

Date: Fri, 30 Nov 2001 (10:22)
Subject: The word "discover" in this context
Keywords:

#31 Status: Read

Author: Donald Hart
Online terminology (at least the sales pitch) gives us stuff like
"discover important patterns", "discover hidden information" etc.
There are some pretty important epistemological (maybe even ontological) presuppositions in this way of
talking.
Let me try to get to a clear question this way:
Are data related or do we (humans or data-mining programs) create the relations?
In other words are patterns (sets of relations) products of NATURE or of ART?
[Naively, if nature then dm discovers; if art then dm creates/invents].
Date: Mon, 03 Dec 2001 (08:44)
Subject: Re:The word "discover" in this context
Keywords:
Author: dominique giguere
In-Reply-To:
The word "discover" in this context

#38 Status: Read

thank you donald for your interesting question it gave a few of us at the office an excuse to escape for a while on a cold, very gloomy late friday
afternoon in toronto (ontario, canada). we pondered over it (and over a beer!) and of course didn't come to
any enlightened conclusions but i noticed how the discussion kept shifting between statistics and
datamining. nobody could quite articulate what the difference was, if any, between the two.
how apropos to see Osmar's posting this morning, eloquently differentiating the two! not only that, but his
wording, intentionally or not, seems to address Donald's question:
statistics are concerned with verifying someone's 'conceived' pattern (ART?) while datamining 'discovers'
already existing patterns and leaves them for interpretation (NATURE?).
so one could argue that the difference between statistics and datamining is the difference between Art and
Nature?
maybe? one thing for sure - it's beautiful and sunny today (but i'm sure much colder than where some of
you are!) and i continue to enjoy this discussion.
cheers!
dominique
dominique giguère
instructional designer - e-learning division
tvontario, toronto, canada

Date: Sun, 02 Dec 2001 (11:42)
Subject: Welcome Again (The Start)
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Keywords:
Author: Curt Wellington
Hi All,
I am Curt Wellington, a management trainer/consultant with the University of the West Indies, Trinidad
and Tobago in the Caribbean. I am quite curious to learn more of "Data Mining" and look forward to our
interaction over the next few weeks.
Date: Sun, 02 Dec 2001 (13:54)
Subject: Data Mining and statistics
Keywords:
Data Mining Definition and statistics

#34 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
Hi, I am back (on-line),
I am at the San Francisco airport, so my contribution here will be short. Unfortunately, the conference
organizers here in San Jose didn’t plan for e-mail connections for the conference participants, and thus, I
couldn’t follow the discussion of this forum until now.
The contribution so far has been great. I think I will start answering the first question about defining DM
now and will leave the second question about the use of DM in e-learning for later after we have a better
grasp of the concepts involved.
So to start with, I’d like to mention anecdotally that I just came from a data mining conference. This is one
of 5 international conferences specifically on knowledge discovery and data mining every year. There are
3 annual conferences in North America, one in Pacific-Asia region and one in Europe. This is not counting
the database and artificial intelligence conferences that also have sessions dedicated to DM. This is an
indication that the field is extremely active, but also an indication that the fields is not mature yet. Papers
in these conferences are peer-reviewed, and typically, acceptance rate is in the order of 1 out 7.
Extremely competitive and extremely active, hmm! The lesson we learn here is that, whatever DM is, it is
not this magical wand that will solve all our problems. Most of the papers presented at the conference I
mentioned, introduce new techniques that are more scalable, more efficient, more accurate, more effective,
etc. etc. and the cycle continues. So the message I am trying to convey here is that DM is not there yet.
I believe that the best techniques for data mining are the techniques that are domain specific. That is the
main reason I would like to understand the needs in e-learning so that we can come up with specific DM
techniques for e-learning. We will get back to that later in the week.
OK! So what is Data Mining? How is it different from statistics?
Statistics have been around for a long time, while DM is fairly new.
There is a saying “necessity is the mother of all invention” or something like that.
Statistics existed before computers. With the advent of computers, people started collecting data in digital
form. When this data became large, we invented database management systems (DBMS) in the 60s. A
DBMS is like an operating system for the computer. The OS hides complex operations and makes
primitive operations of storing characters into disk for example, transparent to users and applications. A
DBMS on the other hand makes efficient storage of data and the indexing of data somehow transparent to
users and applications. Other complex operations taken care by the DBMS are fore instance dealing with
finding records that are relevant to a query, dealing with simultaneous users updating the data, dealing
with crashes that happen during transactions, etc. etc.
Relational database management systems in the 70s made it even simpler and ubiquitous. So now we can
store even more data and search through this huge data quite efficiently. So know, for example, when an
airline company agent types in your name, even if they have millions of customers, your record will show
up in less than a second. That is NOT data mining.
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Decision makers needed more than just efficient access to some records buried in colossal databases. They
needed to make sense of these large collections. They needed for instance to classify data in categories,
group data by similarity, find associations between attributes, predict business based on existing data, etc.
This is how the field of data mining was born in the 90s.
So Data Mining is a specific phase in a long process called knowledge discovery from data (or KDD).
This process is supposed to extract unseen and potentially useful patterns form large collections. This
starts by collecting data that can be distributed and heterogeneous, clean the data collected and rearrange it
in a usable format, select relevant data, mine it to get some patterns (this is data mining), then finally
validate and interpret the patterns discovered.
So Data Mining is part of a long process. The most important and time consuming phase is actually,
cleaning the data. The mining phase is supposed to discover the potentially useful patterns, but not
necessarily interpret them. What are these patterns we are supposed to discover? I’ll cover that in another
message.
So what is the difference with Statistics?
Statistical inference begins with a hypothesis conceived by a person who then applies some methods to
prove or disprove the thesis. The statistical methods are not necessarily applied on the whole data set but
just on a sample carefully selected.
Data Mining on the other hand is data-driven. It discovers these patterns (hopefully meaningful) that were
previously unknown or otherwise prone to be overlooked. Typically, the whole data set, regardless of its
size, is analyzed. So in DM, we try to find hidden patterns without preconceived idea or hypothesis tot the
data.

I hope this makes sense to most of you. If it doesn’t or you have questions, please post them and post your
comments.
When I will arrive home tonight, or probably tomorrow morning, I will summarize the very positive
contributions from the different participants and highlight the most common misconceptions (some
actually clear in some previous postings) in particular vis-avis Web searching.
I will also identify some of the typical patterns that are sought for by Data Mining techniques.
Cheers,
Date: Sun, 02 Dec 2001 (19:00)
Subject: Welcome Again (start)
Keywords:

#35 Status: Read

Author: Sue Roseman
Hi. I am Sue Roseman retired primary school teacher and educational tech trainer. I am also an
Occasional k to 5 teacher with a strong interest in improving the integration of computers, more
specifically the web, into the the k to 8 curriculum. I recently facilitated the Practical Tools for Educators
seminar. I know very little about data mining but wish to know more. I turned to ixquick.com and picked
up this definition.
Data Mining - A hot buzzword for a class of database applications that look for hidden patterns in a group
of data. For example, data mining software can help retail companies find customers with common
interests. The term is commonly misused to describe software that presents data in new ways. True data
mining software doesn't just change the presentation, but actually discovers previously unknown
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relationships among the data.
I am particularly interested in its application to educational research and learning.
Sue

Date: Sun, 02 Dec 2001 (20:43)
Subject: Data Mining
Keywords:
New participant

#36 Status: Read

Author: steelhead
Hi everyone, my name is Susan Toby and to give you a general background to moi, I am a DBA student at
Curtin University in Western Australia, a sessional lecturer at Edith Cowan University in Marketing and a
senior partner, in a business called Borderless Solutions. Borderless Solutions comprises 5 partners and is
a global business advisory service working with organisations from start up right through their life cycle,
basically providing whatever the client requires then mentoring them long term. We look at all business
opportunities, short or long term and have commercial mortage lending facilities tied to the business.
What has this all to do with data mining, well my interest is in knowledge thus data mining though I have
limited understanding, and secondly I am working on the establishment of a virtual college and thus
e-learning and the role of data mining is crucial.
I look forward to learning more.
Sue
Date: Tue, 04 Dec 2001 (20:34)
Subject: I am back
Keywords:

#44 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
Sorry for the delay. I was supposed to come back on Sunday, but crazy weather delays (more than 4 hours)
in San Francisco resulted in a missed connection in Vancouver and I had to spend a night there before
arriving home on Monday. :-(
As I promised, I will go through the several messages you sent to underline in the next message the
positive points and highlight again the misconceptions.
After that, I will explain the different main canonical tasks in DM with examples in decision support
applications and web-based education applications.
Date: Fri, 07 Dec 2001 (22:22)
Subject: From what is not DM to something close e
Keywords:

#50 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
What is data mining in your understanding?
Correcting the misconceptions and underlining the spot on statements in some of the previous
contributions regarding the understanding of DM.

...a research approach used to obtian resources that are helpful to research of a particular topic...
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...the act of searching informations (usually electronic information) in a repository which can be
specialized databases, the web, news systems...
Most people believe that data mining is about searching in large data collections like the web to find
relevant documents or data. Finding records or data that verify some conditions is typical querying in
databases. Finding relevant resources such as web pages, text documents or images in a large collection is
information retrieval.

...extracting data and required information from the various sources of information like Internet and
Multimedia...
...Data mining means accessing and manipulating data from potentially a number of different sources in
order to discover information...
This is a typical misconception about Data Mining. It is not about accessing or manipulating data, and
while the data could be distributed, the variety of data sources is not a prerequisite in the process.

...sorting through a big bunch of information and finding ways to filter the information that is relevant for
a question or problem at hand...
...I think of techniques like drilling down, filtering, comparing, sorting, etc...
While filtering or selecting data is a step in the knowledge discovery process, it is not Data Mining per se.
It could however be an ultimate goal aimed at by some data mining techniques. Some intelligent software
agents indeed filter information or information channels.

...gathering information collected in database associated with my website. This information might consist
of data about who signed in, when, the path of pages visited, feedback on how many times an exercise
was visited before achieving a perfect score, etc...
...Without data mining, I can not make decisions about which pages were more relevant, albeit, whether I
am getting visitors at all...
The above sentences are very interesting comments because they mix common mistaken belief with
relevant truth vis-à-vis some capabilities of DM in the web usage arena. Firstly, collecting figures about
who and when accessed which pages on a site is simply counting. This is done by many freely available
and commercial tools such as webtrends and others. WebCT, also reports some statistics about which
student accessed what page in a course. This is definitely not data mining. However, answering questions
such as “ how many times an exercise was visited before achieving a perfect score ” needs understanding
of achievement of a score, thus application domain information. The question “ which pages were more
relevant” is even more complex and needs more than just counting. It needs understanding and
interpretation of the notion of relevance of a page in a learning task. DM can play a role in this case.
Another very important point that the highlighted sentences bring forward, is the problem of collecting
data (underlined above). Nothing really relevant is currently collected by web-based learning applications.
They all rely on the web server which just collects page transfer accesses with an associated time stamp.
The transaction collected and its granularity has nothing to do with the e-learning application, and thus is
of little help when it comes to mine this data and try to understand the learner’s behaviour on-line. I would
like to bring up this issue again later since we would like to identify what we should request the
application to collect for us in addition to what the web servers are already collecting. This would become
capital for useful data mining.
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...Data mining is the use of high end analytical tools which, when applied to a massive database (for
example, a data warehouse generated by a large corporation to hold consumer information) will produce
information that can be used in the decision-making process to increase sales revenue...
...Data Mining could mean colllecting statistical data and analyzing it for various information that could
help in developing elearning materials that will better suit the individual student...
...application of statistical tools to a data set to investigate potential relationships that might exist, as
opposed to planned testing of questions that have been determined a priori...
...programs that analyze the data automatically...
These contributions are more accurate. DM could use statistical and analytical tools, but in general uses
sophisticated algorithms that are often domain specific and tailored to and optimized for the problem at
hand. The outcome, what is often called “patterns”, is a set of rules of the form IF condition THEN
consequent, which are essentially used for decision-making. These rules could express a characteristic of
the data, express an association between data, etc. We’ll see some concrete examples later. These rules
could also be fed to the application to make it “smarter”, by adapting to user’s needs, recommending
activities, etc. Thus the comment “developing elearning materials that will better suit the individual
student” is right to the point.

Ok. Enough said about the definition of DM. Before we go to the specific potential use in the e-learning
applications, I would like to give the typical tasks in data mining. I'll give some examples in business and
e-learning as I see it, and may be the discussion should be about what you see the application in e-learning
could be for each of these DM tasks.
The typical canonical tasks in Data Mining are characterization, discrimination, prediction, classification,
clustering, association analysis, sequence analysis, time series analysis, and others.
Characterization is the discovery of rules that characterize (or summarize) some data.
Discrimination is the discovery of rules that distinguish between two or more sets of data.
Prediction is the discovery of rules used to forecast missing data or future data.
Classification is the discovery of rules that group data in given categories.
Clustering is the discovery of groups in data, where the grouping is not known a-priori.
Association analysis is the discovery of rules that express associations between data.
Sequence analysis is the discovery of rules that express associations between sequences of events.
Tomorrow morning (for me) I’ll give examples for each of these tasks and we should discuss potential
relevance and use in e-learning applications, whether it is for learner assessment, helping the learner,
helping the educators, etc.
Date: Sat, 08 Dec 2001 (09:50)
Subject: Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:

#51 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
Now that my little baby daughter is sleeping, I can send this message. ;-)
As mentioned before, there are many canonical tasks in DM: characterization, discrimination, prediction,
classification, clustering, association analysis, sequence analysis, etc. All these typically generate rules.
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Now the term "rules" is sometimes confusing. A rule is not necessarily an absolute truth, as some people
may believe. A discovered rule of the form “IF condition THEN consequent” is true only with a certain
probability with respect to the available data (i.e. the data collection mined). And the rules are (and should
be) updated as new data becomes available.
Now I will go through some of the different distinctive DM tasks, give some general examples, give
examples of potential use in e-learning, and invite you to discuss more applications and benefits in the
on-line learning arena.
I will not explain the underlying algorithms to discover these rules because it is out of the scope of this
forum. I believe examples are ideal and enough to give the general idea.
What is very important here is to realize that the type of knowledge discovered is tied to the data available
(i.e. data collected for the purpose of mining). Thus, it is pertinent to identify the needed data when
describing a potential use in e-learning.
Canonical tasks in data mining
Characterization
Discrimination
Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association analysis
Sequence analysis
Data Characterization = Concept description
Data characterization is a summarization of general features of objects in a target class, and produces what
is called characteristic rules. The data relevant to a user-specified class are normally retrieved by a
database query and run through a summarization module to extract the essence of the data at different
levels of abstractions. For example, one may want to characterize the customers of a video store who
regularly rent more than 30 movies a year. A characteristic rule would be for instance:
IF age is young AND Gender=M AND Income is Low AND Address in radius2km THEN AllRent>30.
A more specific rule could be:
IF age in [15..30] AND Gender=M AND Income > $25000 THEN ScienceFictionRent > 20.
These rules are of course fictive and for illustration purposes only. ;-)
Similar rules could be discovered in a database containing information about customers of an e-commerce
site for example. Notice that to discover such a rule, information is needed regarding the age, income,
address, gender, etc. along with the number of purchases or rentals.
By analogy one could come up with examples in e-learning. For example one could characterize (or
describe) grad students in science. A rule (fictive) could look like: IF Age in [20..35] AND Gender=M and
Status=Foreign THEN Degree=Grad AND Spec=Science (85%). 85% here means that 85% of grad
students in Science are between 20 and 35, males and foreign students. In other words, the rule holds in
85% of the known cases. These types of rules could be useful for education administration. As Donald
mentioned in his message (message #42) DM could be indeed used in education-administration. One
could also characterize for instance students who succeeded in a test. The characterization could be based
on attributes such as age, gender etc. but also attributes such as time of access, web pages accessed,
participation in conferences, etc. This type of rules goes beyond education administration, and could fall
into category (2) and/or (3) as identified by Donald.
Data Discrimination = Concept comparison
Characterization
Discrimination
Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association analysis
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Sequence analysis
Data discrimination produces what are called discriminant rules and is basically the comparison of the
general features of objects between two classes referred to as the target class and the contrasting class. For
example, one may want to compare the general characteristics of the customers who rented more than 30
movies in the last year with those whose rental account is lower than 5. The techniques used for data
discrimination are very similar to the techniques used for data characterization with the exception that data
discrimination results include comparative measures, and emphasis could be put on attribute values that
discriminate (i.e. distinguish) between the two classes. For example comparing grad students in science
and grad students in Art, one could find this (hypothetical) rule: IF Degree=Grad AND Spec=Science
THEN Status=Foreign (83%) while IF Degree=Grad AND Spec=Art THEN Status=Canadian (89%). One
can also use these discriminant rules to compare for example access to a certain module by two different
groups of learners for example “local” and “remote”: Access to Module 1 in the evening (Local 15%,
Remote 85%), Access to Module 1 during the day (Local 70%, Remote 30%).
How do you think this could be helpful or useful in the e-learning context? What sort of data should
be collected in order to come-up with these potentially useful rules?
Cheers
Date: Sun, 09 Dec 2001 (21:41)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Linda Harasim
In-Reply-To:
Characterization and Discrimination

#52 Status: Read

Osmar:
Your definitions are really insightful and profound.
It would help me if you could provide some concrete examples of how CHARACTERIZATION and
DISCRIMINATION could be useful/useable in posing a research and/or evaluation focus for e-learning.
Thanks!
Linda
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (12:17)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Donald Hart
In-Reply-To:
Characterization and Discrimination

#53 Status: Read

I am pretty sure that I don't get Characterization yet - so let me propose an example and others can then
tell me where I am missing the point.
I assume that the "object" can be ANYTHING that I can specify - so here let the object be the participant's
(student's) understanding and let the target class be an online class site (I know that at least Blackboard is
a data base in structure).
The "rule" could then be IF entries contain key concepts W or X or Y or Z AND if the number of the
participant's entries > the average number of entries for all participants AND if the time the participant is
logged on to the site > the average of log-on time for all participants, THEN the participant's
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understanding is "good".
[I can imagine students subverting this process by such things as forgetting to log off - and so having a lot
of time on site or just posting a long repetitive list of key terms - as some people do in Metatags for the
search bots, but if all students simply and honestly participated in the course, this result would be
interesting and maybe useful for the professor -- or maybe not?]
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (22:09)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#59 Status: Read

Donald in message #53 wrote:
The "rule" could then be IF entries contain key concepts W or X or Y or Z AND if the number of the
participant's entries > the average number of entries for all participants AND if the time the participant is
logged on to the site > the average of log-on time for all participants, THEN the participant's
understanding is "good". [I can imagine students subverting this process by such things as forgetting to
log off - and so having a lot of time on site or just posting a long repetitive list of key terms…
First of all, this is more a classification rule than a characteristic rule. I’ll get to classification in my next
message. It could, however, characterize the class “good understanding”.
Though, you pinpoint an important issue. The rules discovered don’t make sense if they are based on
arbitrary attributes. The attributes to consider should be carefully selected. This would help in the
interpretation of the rules. Thus, the attributes that we want to consider should be the data actually that we
want to be collected by the system so that it is available for mining. So for instance, if we believe that the
time spent by learners on a page is not trust worthy, we simply do not consider it in the rules. However, if
we believe, for example, that the number of clicks to reach a goal is relevant, then we have to make sure
that the information is collected by the system and available for mining.
The redefine a characteristic rule, let’s say that the characteristic rule is simply the set of attribute values of
some identified variables that portray or distinguish a set of data.
Linda in message #52 wrote:
It would help me if you could provide some concrete examples of how CHARACTERIZATION and
DISCRIMINATION could be useful/useable in posing a research and/or evaluation focus for e-learning
What could this be used for? Well, that is the question that I am asking you. But here are some examples:
Characterize one particular learner.
Characterize a group of learners
Characterize a web page (an activity, a chapter, a module…)
Characterize a conference or a discussion
etc.
In other words, we are asking what differentiates a particular learner from the others, a particular group of
learners from the others? What differentiates an on-line activity in terms of accesses or use? Etc.
These characterizations can be done using any relevant attribute, as long as it is available (collected at the
time of access by the learner). These characteristic rules, can indicate how the users are accessing the
on-line course. For the instructor (or the course developer) this could be an indication how to change or
improve the structure of the on-line course. You have to ask yourselves: here I have a course on-line,
learners are accessing and participating at the different activities; what are the questions I would like to
ask the system to (1) understand and interpret what the learners are really doing; (2) understand how the
elements in the course are accessed and used. Of course, the educators who have a long experience
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teaching on-line are in a better position to come up with these questions, questions that should feed
education research. In my perspective, I have to make sure these questions can be answered with the data
available, and/or if we should collect other types of data in order to answer these questions.
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2001 (09:25)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords: DM
Author: Mahnaz Moallem
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#63 Status: Read

Hi, my name is Mahnaz Moallem and I am an associate professor at the University of North Carolina at
Wilmington teaching in the field of instructional design and instructional technology. I am new to the
forum, but I have read all the messages posted so far. The topic is very interesting to me because first I am
teaching several online courses and second as an instructional designer I study my courses or any
instructional materials that I develop to improve them for the purpose of student learning.
As I was reading Prof. Osmar’s last postings on the definition and task classification of DM, I remembered
the days that I was trying to learn how to make sense of qualitative/narrative data and find patterns and
rules that were embedded in the data. The task was so difficult because while we did not want to begin
with a hypothesis or impose an interpretation to the data we still needed to ask good questions to find the
embedded rules. So, to me data mining is closer to qualitative data analysis than to number crunching
(quantitative/statistical analysis). All categories that Prof. Osmar listed are the ones that I would use to
make sense of any narrative data.
To get back to the recent discussion and the use of DM in e-learning, in one of my online courses I asked
students to complete a learning style and a thinking style survey and used the information to provide
different forms of activities or instructional strategies that matched with different learning and thinking
styles. For example, the new concepts and materials were presented and discussed in several ways:
asynchronous and synchronous small group discussion, asynchronous and synchronous large group
discussion, reading materials, text-based lecture notes, audio-visual lectures, summary notes in forms of
visuals, etc. etc. As an instructional designer, I wanted to know which student with what type of learning
and thinking style used which types of materials more often, learned better, and was more satisfied with
his/her own learning. I think the data characterization could give me the hidden patterns/rules in the data. I
assume I needed to collect tracking data in conjunction with the student’s participation and performance
results.
With my late arrival to the forum I hope I am on the right track with my understanding.
Mahnaz
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2001 (10:46)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#64 Status: Read

Mahnaz in message #62 wrote:
To get back to the recent discussion and the use of DM in e-learning, in one of my online courses I asked
students to complete a learning style and a thinking style survey and used the information to provide
different forms of activities or instructional strategies that matched with different learning and thinking
styles. For example, the new concepts and materials were presented and discussed in several ways:
asynchronous and synchronous small group discussion, asynchronous and synchronous large group
discussion, reading materials, text-based lecture notes, audio-visual lectures, summary notes in forms of
visuals, etc. etc. As an instructional designer, I wanted to know which student with what type of learning
and thinking style used which types of materials more often, learned better, and was more satisfied with
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his/her own learning. I think the data characterization could give me the hidden patterns/rules in the data.
I assume I needed to collect tracking data in conjunction with the student’s participation and performance
results. With my late arrival to the forum I hope I am on the right track with my understanding.
That is exactly it. You are absolutely right. This is the type of experiment that your could do knowing that
Characteristic rules exist and could help you interpret (or analyse) what is actually hapening. The rules
could characterize groups of learners or even individual learners. However, characteristic rules alone are
not enough. For instance, groupping learners to characterize them is an issue. How would we group them.
This is one other canonical DM task called clustering that I'll introduce later.
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2001 (14:20)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Donald Hart
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#65 Status: Read

Mahnaz said: "in one of my online courses I asked students to complete a learning style and a thinking
style survey and used the information to provide different forms of activities or instructional strategies that
matched with different learning and thinking styles."
I don't know whether any of you read Jacob Neilsen, but he stresses the importance of WATCHING what
people DO rather than asking them what they do. So I have a question for Mahnaz's (typical) case: When
we collect data by surveys do we get data ABOUT styles (thinking and learning) or do we get data
ABOUT what people SAY about their styles? And then will we get different results from DM in each of
those two cases?
Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2001 (10:12)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#66 Status: Read

I will let Mahnaz answer Donald's question (message #65). However, I would like to add a comment to the
question "will we get different results from DM in each of those two cases?". DM doesn't have to be
applied only on data collected in the surveys (what peopla SAY), but also on the logs containing data
automatically collected by the application (what people actually DO). This brings yet again the issue:
What data should we automatically collect when learners DO their activities on-line, such that we get
something useful out of it?
Date: Sun, 16 Dec 2001 (19:44)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords: Re: Donald Hart
Author: Mahnaz Moallem
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#71 Status: Read

Donald wrote "When we collect data by surveys do we get data ABOUT styles (thinking and learning) or
do we get data ABOUT what people SAY about their styles? And then will we get different results from
DM in each of those two cases? "
I agree with you Donald. What people say about their learning and thinking styles is not always the same
as what they do. I used learning and thinking styles surveys to set up the course. But, analysis of the data
that I gather will determine what students do in practice and what they think is more helpful to them.
Mahnaz
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Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Irwin DeVries
In-Reply-To:
Characterization and Discrimination
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#54 Status: Read

Hi, I'm Irwin DeVries, Director of Learning and Information Services at the Justice Institute of British
Columbia, Canada. We're just getting a data warehousing project off the ground with our provincial
Ministry of Advanced Education and data management in my Department is rapidly turning into a big
gorilla ready to jump out of the closet. A few thoughts from a complete rookie in this field.
An earlier message from Prof. Zaiane states "in DM, we try to find hidden patterns without preconceived
idea or hypothesis to the data."
I'm trying to understand how we go about doing this. Unless we go into our data warehouses blindly
asking for every possible relationship among every datum--a task that could tie up all the planet's
computer resources forever--it seems to me we start from somewhere. My question is where. I ask this
question fully prepared to learn that I'm completely misunderstanding something.
Also, it's interesting that we started by talking about the solution (data mining) and then looking for
questions it could address. Sounds to me like, "Here's a new drug--let's see if it can cure anything." Why
aren't we asking what our needs as educators/adminstrators/learners are with regard to data--and then
exploring what tools (e.g. data mining) could be used to accomplish this.
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (21:58)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#58 Status: Read

Irwin in message #54 wrote:
An earlier message from Prof. Zaiane states "in DM, we try to find hidden patterns without preconceived
idea or hypothesis to the data." I'm trying to understand how we go about doing this. Unless we go into
our data warehouses blindly asking for every possible relationship among every datum--a task that could
tie up all the planet's computer resources forever--it seems to me we start from somewhere. My question
is where. I ask this question fully prepared to learn that I'm completely misunderstanding something.
Actually, to some extent you are right. If it is not carefully planned, we can “tie up all the planet's
computer resources forever” as you say it. And that is the challenge for data mining researchers: coming
up with solutions that have a reasonable computational complexity and terminate in a realistic timeframe.
This means that the process is not about “blindly asking” for patterns. Indeed we have to start somewhere:
understanding the problem and the application domain, carefully selecting the relevant data to mine.
Without this first step, the patterns discovered, if ever discovered, could be useless because they can’t be
interpreted.
The term data warehouse has to be used carefully. It is becoming a buzz-word (like data mining) and starts
to mean different things because it is often used where and when it shouldn’t, particularly by marketing
people. Some believe a data warehouse is simply a very large database. While the very large size is a fact,
a data warehouse is not just a database, but a multi-dimensional data structures, where each dimension is
defined on a concept hierarchy allowing OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) operations, such as
drill-down, role-up, slice, dice, etc. And yes, a data warehouse can be mined. There is a sub-field called
On-line Analytical Mining (OLAM) that deals exclusively with this problem. It is however out of the
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scope here.
Irwin in message #54 wrote:
Also, it's interesting that we started by talking about the solution (data mining) and then looking for
questions it could address. Sounds to me like, "Here's a new drug--let's see if it can cure anything." Why
aren't we asking what our needs as educators/adminstrators/learners are with regard to data--and then
exploring what tools (e.g. data mining) could be used to accomplish this.
This is a great question. I would normally agree with you, but in this particular forum, I am trying, for the
first time, to do exactly the opposite. The reason being that I have noticed in previous attempts that it is
difficult to exactly express these needs if we do not know the capabilities of the existing tools. It seems
that users (educators in this case) become inhibited by what they foresee being possible. My attempt in
this forum is to explain the tools in the hope that they broaden the vision and help express more
sophisticated needs for educators using e-learning. I understand 2 or 3 weeks is quit short for this
endeavour. Perhaps we should extend this forum beyond the three weeks, or have another forum after this
one to exclusively discuss the needs of an educator on-line, in terms of assessing the learning and
evaluating the course itself.
Cheers,
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2001 (08:38)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Re:Characterization and Discrimination

#62 Status: Read

"Why aren't we asking what our needs as educators/adminstrators/learners are with regard to data--and
then exploring what tools (e.g. data mining) could be used to accomplish this."
I really like Irwin's question because it highlights the complexity of designing for the future. It reminds me
of the early days of introducing educators to the use of web browsers. How do we design technologies
before people undertand the possibilities? It was found over and over again that educators were not being
terribly innovative in the integration of this new and powerful technology. Instead, needs were expressed
in terms of traditional teaching methods -- i.e. I now lecture with overheads so can we type up my lecture
notes and upload them? Unfortunately, many web-based educational software tools were designed
accordingly, even disregarding the power of hypermedia (I believe WebCT's course designer help files
state that you are discouraged from creating internal course links YIKES!).
I think if we asked now "what are your needs" we wouldn't find any that data mining will address. We
haven't thought of them yet. But now that we're beginning to understand the possiblities we can come up
with some innovative uses of this technology. But for now I'm still at the "beginning to understand" stage
;-)
Sylvia
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (20:29)
Subject: Re:Characterization and Discrimination
Keywords:
Author: Aneita Strauss
In-Reply-To:
Characterization and Discrimination
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I could see where the two examples you used could provide information as to the characteristics of certain
groups of students so that you could tailor some content to provide relevancy and you could determine
times when support for distance learners would be most effectively provided. The few opportunities I have
had to use what I felt were data mining techniques, involved using three dimensional analysis where I
would correlate the data from two "standard" relationships and then drill down using a third variable to see
how that affects various outcomes. To some extent there were some pre-concieved "hypotheses" as to the
liklihood that adding the third variable would have an effect, but a lot of it was looking for undiscovered
relationships between variables (data). For example it may be known that male DL students tend to work
in the evening but is that affected by age or marital status or certain programs of study or season (as in
Summer, Winter, etc.), or income levels, or any variety of other information that may be gathered on a
student. Could this not then be used to gear certain course offerings, perhaps guiding content to provide
more relevancy or meet more targeted objectives?
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (13:37)
Subject: Data Mining in Wired Magazine
Keywords:

#55 Status: Read

Author: Jim Rosso
I had not heard of Data Mining until this workshop, so I was amused when I ran across it in Wired
Magazine (January, 2002) Page 117. "To give gamblers an edge, statistics professor, author, and
oddsmaking guru Michaelf Orkin has written a piece of pro football handicapping software that's a
statlover's dream. Optimizer8 mines data for patterns in NFL games stretching back to 1993, both regular
and postseason."
A software will be coming out soon for the NBA. Also public health agencies in identifying patterns in the
spread of disease.
Jim Rosso
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (14:25)
Subject: Re:Data Mining in Wired Magazine
Keywords:
Author: Irwin DeVries
In-Reply-To:
Data Mining in Wired Magazine

#56 Status: Read

Interesting reference to sports. How do we add insight to the patterns that are found? Typical sports "stats"
(I'd never thought of it as data mining till now) are such commentator observations as--"In the last three
years, Team X has had at least two touchdowns in the third quarter in games where it started to snow
before halftime." I've never understood the purpose of this type of information, whether or not it
represents a discovered pattern within the available data. Does it mean the team plays well in the snow?
Does it mean the team adjusts better to mid-game climate changes than other teams? Does snow make
them feel at home? Does it mean we can expect two touchdowns in the latter half of the game? Are we
supposed to care about the "why" behind the patterns? One has to ask how many other independent
variables are at work in this scenario and where the gold is beyond the mining activity.
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2001 (22:20)
Subject: Re:Data Mining in Wired Magazine
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:Data Mining in Wired Magazine
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Actually, for your information, but it has noting to do with e-learning, there is a commercial software
called Advanced Scout (http://www.virtualgold.com/solutions_sports.html) developed in 1997 or 1998 by
IBM and VirtualGold, a spinoff form IBM, that is used by NBA coaches to identify hidden patterns in
Basketball game data. The analysis of the patterns discovered has proven useful and apparently has helped
professional Basketball teams to get strategic advantage over other teams.
Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2001 (12:23)
Subject: Prediction and Classification
Keywords:

#67 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
As mentioned before, there are many canonical tasks in DM. We briefly talked about characterization,
discrimination. Here is a brief introduction of prediction and classification. Both are very related:
classification is a kind of prediction. However, classification is typically for categorical data while
prediction is for numerical data. What's the difference? Categorical data is for instance "red", "book"
"rain", "[10..25]", etc., some arbitrary value belonging to a set, while numerical data are values such as
continuous numbers: 20, 2.5, 55.99999, etc.
OK. So let's see what these new tasks are and how we could use them.
Canonical tasks in data mining (part 2)
Data Prediction
Characterization
Discrimination
Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association analysis
Sequence analysis
Data prediction predicts some unknown or missing attribute values based on other information. For
example: forecast the sale value for next week based on available history. Prediction has attracted
considerable attention given the potential implications of successful forecasting in a business context.
There are two major types of predictions: one can either try to predict some unavailable data values or
pending trends, or predict a class label for some data. The latter is tied to classification (see below). Once a
classification model is built based on a training set, the class label of an object can be foreseen based on
the attribute values of the object and the attribute values of the classes. Prediction is, however, more often
referred to the forecast of missing numerical values, or increase/ decrease trends in time related data. The
major idea is to use a large number of past values to consider probable future values.
In e-business for instance, prediction has been used to foretell the products that a user may buy (based on
previous purchases of the same user or "similar" users) and present these to incite purchase, rather than
presenting irrelevant products that will never attract attention of the current user. This leads to a kind of
automatic customization of the ads presented or what some people in the field call customer profiling.
In e-learning (or web navigation in general), the best analogy I could find is a web page predictor. At the
University of Alberta, we are experimenting with a program that predicts the next web pages that the user
(or learner) would want to see and offer a list of potential links (with some probabilities associated to
them). These become like a ranked list of suggested shortcut links to potentially useful resources. The
prediction is based on previous visits of similar learners on the site. If the prediction is right, the user saves
time jumping to the resources rather than drilling through the site to eventually finding the same resources.
If the prediction is not satisfactory, the user simply ignores the shortcuts suggested.
Web page prediction has been used in the past but for a different purpose. The goal was to pre-fetch pages
and save them on the local disk before the user requests them and thus making the loading faster when
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dealing with problematic bandwidths.
What other usage could you think of prediction in the context of e-learning? (not necessarily just web page
prediction).
Data Classification
Characterization
Discrimination
Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association analysis
Sequence analysis
Classification analysis is the organization of data in given classes. Also known as supervised classification,
the classification uses given class labels to order the objects in the data collection. Classification
approaches normally use a training set where all objects are already associated with known class labels.
The classification algorithm learns from the training set and builds a model. The model is used to classify
new objects. For example, after starting a credit policy, a store manager could analyze the customers'
behaviours vis-à-vis their credit, and label accordingly the customers who received credits with three
possible labels "safe", "risky" and "very risky". The classification analysis would generate a model that
could be used to either accept or reject credit requests in the future. Hypothetically, the classification could
generate rules of the form IF Age in [20..30] AND Employment=No AND curtomerHistory=No THEN
Class="very risky" .
So basically, classification is like building a system that given a set of buckets will decide for given data in
which bucket it should fall into.

There are many approaches to build classifiers, some generate classification rules directly, while others,
like neural networks and the like, would generate models that are difficult to interpret but still accurate in
the classification. Some classical ones generate "decision trees" instead. Thee trees can easily be converted
into rules. I typically use Quinlan's example in my courses. Suppose we have data about the weather, and
about my history of whether I played tennis or not that day. In the table, "N" means I didn't play while "P"
means I played tennis.
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So basically we are dealing with 2 classes: play and not play. I would like to build a system that given
information about the current weather would decide for me if I should play or not based on my previous
behaviour. The system would generate a decision tree as below.

This is a reversed tree. In computer science trees are upside down ;-).
Following the paths in the tree from the top to the bottom would allow me to decide. The leaf nodes on the
bottom on the tree are simply class labels: N or P.
How do you think this could be helpful or useful in the e-learning context? Well! There is a myriad of
possibilities. I will give you two examples that I am working on with my students in my lab. It is up to you
to come up with other examples and share them with us in this forum.
1. Conference message categorization
In this case the problem is to automatically classify messages posted on a conferencing system. The
different classes are chosen by the instructor, or whoever is analysing the forum (TA, researcher,
etc.). The training set is a set of messages already manually categorized, meaning that each message
it already associated with a class label (like the table above with the tennis example). For instance,
the training set could be classified messages from a previous term. The classifier built would build a
classification model (decision tree or other) and automatically categorize new messages based on
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the model.
2. Learners classification
In this case we want to classify learners based on their previous visits and activities, their
performance in some activities, the time they access, the time they spend on some activities, etc.
The classes could be for instance "learner needs attention and monitoring" and "learner is
autonomous and on a good track". We could also have other and more classes.
What sort of data should be collected in order to come-up with good classifiers in these examples?
That is not an easy question because some data could improve the classification accuracy, while other data
could actually deteriorate the accuracy and hinder the classification. In the first case, conference message
categorization, we are only using the text in the messages (i.e. the set of words). We could use other data,
for instance the time of posting, information about the sender, metadata about the message itself (like the
status of the message with regard to its relationship in the threading in the forum, etc.). However, there is
still need for research to demonstrate the relevancy of such information in the classification.
In the second case, learners classification, any information about the learner, his/her performance in some
activities, his/her access history, etc. could be helpful. However, this could raise privacy issues, etc. etc.
So do you have other ideas?
Date: Fri, 25 Jan 2002 (11:10)
Subject: Classification and Cleaning
Keywords:
Author: Zenon Gawron
In-Reply-To:
Prediction and Classification

#95 Status: Read

After providing examples of data classification in the context of computer conferencing back in message
#67, Professor Zaiane asks "what sort of data should be collected in order to come up with good classifiers
in these examples?" The examples deal with 1. conference message categorization, and 2. learners
classification.
I'm tempted to deal with the second (perhaps easier) one first. To look at the extent of participation by
individual students and the possible need for instructor intervention, one might posit the following
decision tree and pull the corresponding data from the access logs with two classes in mind: intervention
and non-intervention.
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Login type just for the sake of argument, could be characterized something like:
If login < 1 per week then 'low'
If login > 1 AND < 5 per week then 'medium'
If login > 5 per week then 'high'

Similar characterizations could be made for 'READ' and 'POST'.
Resulting rules based on the example above could take the form:
If LOGIN high and POST low and READ high then INTERVENTION (lurker scenario)
If LOGIN high and POST low and READ low then INTERVENTION (technical problem?)
If LOGIN high and POST medium and READ medium then NON-INTERVENTION (satisfactory)
or perhaps another one:
If LOGIN low and POST high and READ low then INTERVENTION (examine the substance of the
students comments to see if they genuinely address conference discussion)
Other indicators I find less conclusive as classifiers, given their limitations as data within server access
logs (eg. time spent on system, time spent on task, which appear to be arbitrary assumptions imposed by
the analyst).
In the case of the first problem, message categorization, I am less confident about the prospects of doing
this reliably in automated form based on message text. I've read the technical report that you and
Maria-Luiza Antonie have written on the subject here and I think I understand the principles involved. But
I wonder if many of the questions researchers and practioners concerned with evidence of cognitive
processes in computer conferencing can be answered in this way.
In an earlier GEN conference, Walter Archer sought to delineate structural differences in various forms of
textual representation from casual conversation to academic discourse. His objective, and that of his
research group, was to establish some means of automating transcript analysis based on the theoretical
model developed by Randy Garrison et. al. Professor Archer laid out his assumptions quite candidly. I
think they bear repeating, so I'm going to take the liberty of quoting him at length:
"1. Written (and spoken) language varies on a number of surface structure (what the paper by Rourke et al
refers to as "manifest") characteristics. These are much more easily identified than the "latent" features
upon which our method of content analysis relies.
"2. It may be possible to develop methods of (crudely) inferring the presence of the latent variables that
we are really interested in (the "descriptors" of the elements of social presence, cognitive presence, and
teaching presence) from the presence of certain surface structure characteristics. E.g., we may be able to
infer a high level of social presence from a high level of 1st and 2nd person pronouns, or a high level of
cognitive presence from clusters of surface structure features that are very characteristic of academic
papers (interesting inference right there) and very uncharacteristic of casual conversation.
"3. If we are able to define the surface structure characteristics adequately, we can automate the search for
them. From this, we may be able to develop a software package that can input the transcript of the first
part of an online course, do a scan and automated analysis, and give the instructor at least a rough idea of
how the first part of the course has gone and what might be done to improve matters in the rest of the
course.
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(the full message can be found here)
From this, I take it that the 'descriptors' Professor Archer refers to would be whatever words or structural
features of the message text that were deemed to be indicators of elements of the theory itself ( cognitive
presence, social presence, and teaching presence as classifiers in their own right).
The problem I see in this, is that there is a double level of inference that occurs. In the first place, that the
manifest characteristics of the text actually do reflect the latent variables that are being sought, and
secondly in the level of confidence established in the search for association rules. Under the
circumstances, that in itself should not be surprising. It's just that I don't see a broad consensus in this area
of research on what properly constitutes manifest (textual) indicators of latent (cognitive) processes. Liam
Rourke, who is part of Prof. Archer's research group, has pointed out in a very interesting paper Prof.
Archer cited above, that "experienced content analysts argue that measuring latent content is inherently
subjective and interpretative." This in part accounts for the low levels of interrater reliability in manually
performed CA, even using a common coding scheme and the same data. Moreover, according to Rourke,
no other model of a coding scheme, apart from Henri's 1991 pioneering study has drawn serious attempts
at replication. Rourke's full paper can be found here .
Under the circumstances, perhaps the best that can be hoped for is the kind of middle range analysis that
Warren Sack at Berkeley seems to have done with 'very large scale conversations' (VLSC) in Usenet
newsgroups with his Conversation Map . In what appears to be an application of association rule mining
(I'm unsure here), Sack generates a semantic network of words and concepts to represent the ideational
content of the discussion. Or in his words "By mapping out which words in a VLSC are used like which
other words, a diagram of some of the semantics -- i.e., the meaning -- of the conversation can be
displayed. The resulting semantic network for a given VLSC is a way to begin to investigate how the
statements made by different participants in the conversation are similar to one another." I describe this as
a 'middle range' approach because it focuses on the concrete associations between textual meanings, rather
than the more thorny question of the process of knowledge formation and the metatheory that goes with it.
For those unaquainted with Sack's work, you can see it here .As always, I invite any and all to gleefully
trample me with both feet on any of the observations above. But please don't wear your hobnail boots
when you do it ;)
Having said all of that, I would very much like to know how to perform data preprocessing on access logs
that contain entries on VirtualU conferencing sessions. I've read the paper that you and Jun Luo presented
recently at ICALT and have looked over the relevant slides from your course on 'Web Technologies and
Applications'. Is it largely a clerical function of breaking up log entries into a db flatfile using the fields
you refer to or does it require a lot more sophistication? I assume a mapping table for VirtualU script calls
is indispensible, though one does tend to get the hang of things like "/cgi-bin/VG
/VF_dspcnfMLst.cgi?ci=10 HTTP/1.0" 200 1998" if you stare at it long enough ;)
Many thanks in advance for any suggestions you may have on this.
Zen
Date: Fri, 25 Jan 2002 (21:15)
Subject: Re:Classification and Cleaning
Keywords:
Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Classification and Cleaning

#96 Status: Read

Zenon, I see you've been busy! Such interesting questions that hopefully someone will be able to address.
Thanks so much for the reference back to Walter Archer's contributions in the "Text-based Learning"
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seminar.
I sent a quick note to Osmar Zaiane to alert him to your questions and received an auto-reponse that he is
attending a conference in Australia until Feb 3. However, he may get a chance to check in before that.
Cheers,
Sylvia
Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2001 (17:03)
Subject: purpose of DM for elearning
Keywords:
individualized learning

#68 Status: Read

Author: Christine Schickentanz
Hi,
my name is Christine Schickentanz (post-grad student of "Multimedia Didactic" at the University of
Erlangen-Nuernberg in Germany, pondering ideas for my thesis on "customization of elearning").
Can data mining be used to provide a specific learner with the "ideal private teacher/coach/mentor
/consultant" who, based on the following data, would first detect suitable Learning Objects, if needed
"dress" them into the perfect CONTEXT, suggest the most interesting (and therefore effective)
SEQUENCE of Learning Objects and continually adapt and change CONTEXT and SEQUENCE while
monitoring the actual learning process; possibly suggesting some kind of tests or assessments once in a
while?
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: understanding how data mining can be used to individualize elearning (this, of
course, can be broken down into smaller, more precise learning objectives)
LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS:
gender: female;
knowledge of the subject: beginner;
interest in the subject: to write a thesis on the possibilities of individualizing elearning;
learning style: visual (also auditiv);
learning orientation: self-directed, also learning with others
general interests: functioning of the brain - neural networks; learning is not seperate from living; music;
traveling.
Could more data re education, previous profession(s), general self-evaluation be useful? Are all or rather
most of the above "informations" too vague, too subjective to be used as data? Am I mixing up things?
At the moment I see Learning Objects (see the GEN-Seminar on Learning Objects last September)
combined with data mining as THE means to individualize elearning.
I like this seminar a lot! Thanks to everybody!
Christine
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Subject: Re:purpose of DM for elearning
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
purpose of DM for elearning
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#69 Status: Read

Christine, you touched on a very interesting and important point: “Learning Objects” and “Data Mining”.
But first, to answer your question:
Christine in message #68 wrote:
Can data mining be used to provide a specific learner with the "ideal private teacher/coach/mentor
/consultant" who, based on the following data, would first detect suitable Learning Objects, if
needed "dress" them into the perfect CONTEXT, suggest the most interesting (and therefore
effective) SEQUENCE of Learning Objects and continually adapt and change CONTEXT and
SEQUENCE while monitoring the actual learning process; possibly suggesting some kind of tests
or assessments once in a while?
The answer is Yes and that is one direction we are currently investigating here at the university of Alberta.
Now, whether learning objects are involved or not, data mining, and specifically machine learning, a
sub-field of AI, can help build adaptive systems that learn from user behaviour and customize the user
interface. Adaptive interfaces and intelligent software agents are very active research fields in AI that put
to use data mining techniques to discover patterns in logged user activity.
The idea of learning objects is a fairly new initiative. For the moment, most effort is put in defining
standards for a meta-language describing these objects, but very few actual collections of learning objects
have been created. Currently, the granularity of tracking activities on on-line learning systems is at the
web page level, or even worse at the cgi script invocation level. This is what web servers collect in their
logs and it is poor and ill designed for data mining purposes. The exercise of mapping webpages or cgi
script accesses to genuine learning activities is very expensive in effort and time. Where I believe leaning
objects will be beneficial in that perspective is that the granularity of tracking activities on an on-line
learning system will become the learning object. Learning objects themselves, if they are interactive
applets for example, could also track activities at a different level of granularity. The bottom line is that
the tracked activities will be semantically linked to the real learning activities happening on-line. This
would help the software agents using data mining or other machine learning techniques to better
“understand” what is happening during an on-line session while monitoring a learner and perhaps suggest
other better suited learning objects, come up with a sequence of learning objects suited to the situation at
hand, etc.
Christine in message #68 wrote:
At the moment I see Learning Objects (see the GEN-Seminar on Learning Objects last September)
combined with data mining as THE means to individualize elearning.
I totally agree with you on this statement. I have the same intuition. However, this remains to be proven.
Research is on the way. ;-)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2001 (07:53)
Subject: We're extending this seminar!
Keywords:

#70 Status: Read

Author: Sylvia Currie
Thanks Osmar, for putting so much energy into this seminar! Since we're enjoying the challenge of
coming up with ideas for how data mining techniques can help us in our work as online educators, and we
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will certainly benefit from members' contributions, we're extending the seminar another week (December
21st).
So let's continue to share ideas on how data mining tasks could be useful for learner assessment, helping
the learner, helping the educator, conducting research, or assisting with administrative tasks. Remember...
be creative! Anything goes!
Sylvia
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2001 (04:31)
Subject: A secondary school problem
Keywords:

#72 Status: Read

Author: Jay Cutler
I am a high school physical science and physics teacher in Iowa, US.
Now a question came up in our high school faculty meeting the other day.
Among the high school students in Charles City High School as in many Iowa and US schools we have
identified (classified) students who we think are “at risk” of not finishing high school. Our identification is
not perfect, some drop out that were never identified. Of those identified and the school provides
intervention some still drop out. Apparently we have not Characterized drop outs and at risk students well
enough and early enough to be able to discriminate soon enough and do not know what interventions will
be successful. If we had data mining available at a cost of no more than $10 per student in school and
only 2000 students, k-12, would we be able to gather enough data to make better decisions than just by the
seat of our pants?
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2001 (11:36)
Subject: Re:A secondary school problem
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
A secondary school problem

#73 Status: Read

Jay in message #72 wrote:
If we had data mining available at a cost of no more than $10 per student in school and only 2000
students, k-12, would we be able to gather enough data to make better decisions than just by the seat
of our pants?
This is a difficult question because of the financial componant. But finances put aside, and assuming you
gather enough data about past students and their outcome (dropout or not), then theoretically yes,
classification techniques can help. This is indeed a very good application for supervised classification in
education, not necessarily on-line education. It could be used to categorize e-learners the same way.
However, the gathering of data is crucial. I assume, in a high school setting, you can collect more data
about students and their families etc. than in the case of e-learning environments. The number of 2000
student is adequate for classification once the model is built, but it is too small to build an accurate
classification model from scratch.
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2001 (14:22)
Subject: pros and cons of adaptive technology
Keywords:

#74 Status: Read

Author: dominique giguere
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hi all glad to see this conference extended - there's so much to cover it seems. i've really enjoyed all the postings
- wow. thanks.
now, without wanting to take the discussion off track, i do want to plant a seed about the value of adaptive
learning tools. i am not sure i agree that data mining should be used to make learning environments more
adaptive - i think that would be putting too much responsibility on the technology and taking too much
responsibility away from the learners.
to me, a big part of teaching is not teaching content, but teaching how to learn THROUGH content. goes
back to the 'give a man a fish, feed him for a day, teach a man how to fish and feed him for life'. in our
case the fish is learning, and feed can be replaced with 'empower'.
i believe that the learner should be given control of his learning environment, and thus take responsibility
for his learning success. in my opinion, the ideal learning environment is not one that adapts to me but one
that gives me options and lets ME adapt IT to me. i believe data mining could allow us to see where we
fail to provide what the learners need to adapt the environment to them. but we shouldn't use data mining
to make this adaptation for them, especially not without the learners knowing.
simplest example i can give you is the avitars used by microsoft. besides annoying most people, it takes
away the user's control - to the point of being annoying. but if you listen to people, why are they annoyed?
it's because they have lost control. but most importantly from a learning point of view, some of the
functions are so automated and in such a hidden, behind the scenes fashion that when something goes
wrong, the user - who has no understanding of what is happening in the background - is totally incapable
of troubleshooting by himself. we then create a huge dependancy on technology to help us with
technology. or maybe that was the point and i missed it - obviously not enough capitalism in my blood....
well, not the place to debate the pros and cons of corporate strategies. all i know is when it comes to
learning, i believe in empowering people, and that includes teaching them how to teach themselves so that
they can become lifelong learners and problem solvers. consequently, i would question the push for
adaptive technologies, more specifically adaptive learning to the point of spoon-feeding the learner.
most tools are developed with good intentions in mind and it's up to us to use tools constructively and
wisely, in a way that empowers. data mining has the potential to be very powerful and useful - we just
have to be careful about the way we channel this power.
philosophically yours,
dominique
instructional designer - elearning division
tvontario, toronto, canada.
dgiguere@tvo.org
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2001 (16:47)
Subject: Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
pros and cons of adaptive technology

#75 Status: Read

Dominique in message #74 wrote:
i believe that the learner should be given control of his learning environment, and thus take
responsibility for his learning success. in my opinion, the ideal learning environment is not one that
adapts to me but one that gives me options and lets ME adapt IT to me. i believe data mining could
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allow us to see where we fail to provide what the learners need to adapt the environment to them.
but we shouldn't use data mining to make this adaptation for them, especially not without the
learners knowing.
I actually agree with you. I also turn off the MS paper-clip agent whenever I use Microsoft products. I find
it annoying and not really helpful. The paper-clip assistant is actually based on a Bayesian network
approach borrowed from the machine learning community. It works fine to determine the options to hide
or highlight in the different menus based on our previous usage, but the agent itself doesn't have enough
data to predict accurately what our individual needs are, and thus becomes annoying more than anything
else. Perhaps the paper-clip assistant is not a good example.
There are two major issues with adaptive interfaces. Whether they are based on DM techniques or other
techniques adaptive interface become dangerous when the user looses track because the interface changes
too rapidly or too much making the (new) interface unfamiliar. The user ends-up having to continuously
learn how to use the new interface. So the user is actually continuously adapting to the changes of the
interface. Thus, the situation becomes reversed and far from being desirable. The adaptation of the user
interface is very delicate and should be considered carefully. The second issue with adaptive interface (in
particular in e-learning) is the one that you mention. You don't want the system to take the learner's hand
and walk him or her step by step trough the content and adapt it without his or her consent or knowledge.
In other words, it is the issue of loosing control. You want the system to provide the user with hints and let
him or her make the decision. The contributions of DM in e-learning that I foresee to be useful follow this
approach.
Here are some examples that I presented recently in a talk at the TeleLearning Conference in Vancouver.
These examples are text-based, but they don't have to be. They can be presented by a software agent
portrayed by an avatar or even spoken to the user. The presentation means is not the issue here. The
examples are just for concept illustration purposes.

In this straightforward example, the system simply notifies the user that some "interesting" activity is
happening in the conference that he or she participates in. This can be a notification when the learner
accesses the system or simply an e-mail sent to the user (I wished VGroups could send me an e-mail
message whenever there is a new contribution on this forum rather than having the check all the time.).
Notice that the system identified automatically that it is an answer to a previous inquiry the learner posted,
thus an automatic categorisation as we discussed before. Moreover, the system could notice that the
learner never presses the "Yes" button whenever this notification is brought up and after a while would
turn itself off an not provide this notification in the future (i.e. adaptation). Or the system could turn itself
off for some forums and not others because the learner replies "yes" for some and not others.

In this example a recommendation system gives a recommendation for an action based on information
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about tracked activity by the learner and tracked activity by other successful learners. The learner doesn't
have to follow the recommendation and may even turn off the recommendation system if needed. Notice
in the message the notion of similarity between learners. This is obviously fuzzy. The similarity here is
based on analogous navigation behaviour but could also be based on other attributes.

Here the system based on previous accesses would predict the page (or activity) the learner wants to reach
and suggests shortcuts to directly jump to the predicted pages. This is an example of prediction as we
presented it before. The shortcuts are ranked by probability. Of course the user can simply ignore these
suggestions, but if a shortcut is selected, the probability of that selection would go up next time and the
likelihood of the non-selected shortcuts would go down and eventually disappear from the selection list.
This is what was meant by "I will do my best next time". As above, the system could turn itself off if the
user never follows any of these suggestions, until the user turns it on again if needed. This is also
adaptation.
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2001 (18:18)
Subject: Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology
Keywords: Great examples!
Author: Claudio Orea
In-Reply-To:
Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology

#76 Status: Read

Hi Osmar, Dominique, Silvia and Everybody!
This has been a very interesting Seminar, indeed!
I have been following it for a couple of weeks now and I have found a source of inspiring subjects for
those of us how are devoted to online learning.
I have an impression that we are just getting to the point where it all begins... I loved the message #75
examples. Now we have a very clear application on DM and learning.
What will be next? It seems we are running out of time here...
By the way, I am Claudio Orea, a teacher trainer in Tech and Learning subjects for the Universidad de
Guadalajara, Mexico.
Congratulations, Osmar! You've been doing a terrific job with this -non easy subject- seminar.
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Thanks a lot!
Claudio.
Date: Thu, 20 Dec 2001 (07:41)
Subject: Re:next steps for data mining topic
Keywords:
Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology

#79 Status: Read

It's great to see you here, Claudio! Glad you brought us some warm weather from Mexico!
About running out of time in this seminar... officially we are winding down, although in the tradition of
GEN the doors won't be closed immediately because we like to allow ample time for summaries, final
comments, suggestions for next steps and all that. I certainly hope Osmar will consider a Part II. This is
such a fascinating topic!
I would like to also add my applause for the great job Osmar has done here with detailed explanations,
examples, and tough questions!
Sylvia
Date: Thu, 20 Dec 2001 (14:35)
Subject: Re:next steps for data mining topic
Keywords:
Author: dominique giguere
In-Reply-To:
Re:next steps for data mining topic

#82 Status: Read

Sylvie writes:
I would like to also add my applause for the great job Osmar has done here with detailed explanations,
examples, and tough questions!
i second that - thank you Osmar for such rich information and explanations. your description of adaptive
technology was most helpful (and reassuring, and inspiring, and exciting!). examples always help so
much. something to remember in online environments.
thanks again.
dominique
Date: Wed, 19 Dec 2001 (21:31)
Subject: Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology
Keywords:
Author: Linda Harasim
In-Reply-To:
Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology

#78 Status: Read

Hi everyone:
Returned from New York late last night and am delighted that the conference has been extended.
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A couple of comments/responses:
1. Osmar: I too liked the examples alot. These were very helpful. One comment: the 3rd example,
includes the phrase: "I'll do my best next time" which I think may be contentious: does that mean it did
NOT do its best this time? Is there is unpredictability as to when the system will do its best?
2. regarding the data mining technology/methodology: I wonder whether datamining as described/defined
by Osmar is a technology related to the grounded theory methodology? Seeking patterns/insights in
existing data, without pre-existing research questions. I'd appreciated comments.
Thanks,
Linda
Date: Thu, 20 Dec 2001 (20:56)
Subject: Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology

#83 Status: Read

Linda in message #78 wrote:
the 3rd example, includes the phrase: "I'll do my best next time" which I think may be contentious:
does that mean it did NOT do its best this time? Is there is unpredictability as to when the system
will do its best?
This was just an example I came up with. The wording can be different of course. In this example the
system predicted some destinations and ranked them by probability. Notice the sentence "You can use one
of these shortcuts or simply ignore". So the user is given the choice whether to select one of the shortcuts,
meaning that the user is satisfied by the predictions, or ignoring the suggestions. In the later case, it means
that the system wasn't accurate in the predictions. However, the system did its best, but the prediction is
based on available data. By ignoring the suggestions, suddenly there is more information that the system
could use next time (this called relevance feedback). "I will do my best next time", could also be better
phrased than that, means that the system would use the relevance feedback to improve the accuracy of the
next prediction.
We are currently working on a prototype that we would include in our department web site, where after
monitoring users "visitation sessions" we would start predicting the page the current user wants and
pop-up a window with some shortcuts, or a button with "I feel lucky" a la Google, that would catapult the
user to the predicted page (if selected). This prototypical procedure could be implemented in an e-learning
context of course.
Linda in message #78 wrote:
regarding the data mining technology/methodology: I wonder whether datamining as
described/defined by Osmar is a technology related to the grounded theory methodology? Seeking
patterns/insights in existing data, without pre-existing research questions. I'd appreciated
comments.
I don't seem to understand the question. Could you explain what you mean by "grounded theory
methodology"?
Back to marking my pile of student term exams. :-(
Date: Thu, 20 Dec 2001 (08:33)
Subject: Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology
Keywords:
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Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Re:pros and cons of adaptive technology
I often check out Amazon.com as an efficient way to find new books that interest me. By maintaining your
personal "recommendations" list, you also help others who have the same interests. You can edit your lists,
for example select the books from the list you already own, then rate the books. Or if you select a book to
view more detail, you get more leads such as:
Customers who bought this book also bought:
Customers who bought titles by xxx also bought titles by these authors:
Since Amazon catalogues many publishers' listings, this is quite a useful tool! The helpful suggestions are
simply served up, you can take them or leave them (and you don't have to buy from them).
Now, it would be great for elearners to have a similar service that also included journal articles. Combine
that with the something like the acm.org digital library bookshelf/binder tool to automatically search your
keywords, notify you as new items are added to binders, share binders with other members, and keep
things organized...
Sylvia
Date: Thu, 20 Dec 2001 (14:34)
Subject: Congratulations
Keywords:

#81 Status: Read

Author: Aida G. Rodríguez Hdez.
I am a professor at the Superior Polytechnic Institute in Havana. My Faculty (Industrial Engineering) is
developing a new educational tool which creates virtual versions of existing installations. Our aim is to
bring learning opportunities to students from different places of the country by “visiting”, studying and
“improving” processes in such installations. As a part of our project, we most design procedures to
evaluate the learning processes we are offering.
For that reason (and for others) this seminar has been very useful for me; I am now convinced that DM is
appropriated not only for evaluation, but for continuously improvement of our "virtual places for working
and learning".
I want to express my thanks to everyone who participated in this seminar and especially to Osmar and
Sylvia.
Date: Mon, 24 Dec 2001 (19:15)
Subject: Data Clustering
Keywords:

#84 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
I was expecting more participation lately but I guess most people have started their shopping spree. I was
marking my pile of exams, so my wife was responsible for the shopping. I trust her, and I’ll be as
surprised of the gifts as those who will receive them “form me”. ;-)
Anyway, I will continue posting and replying to messages on this conference until the end of the year and
even beyond if needed.
I am taking some minutes off from the crowd in my living room to continue the series of messages
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introducing the DM canonical tasks. The next on the list is Data Clustering Analysis.
Data Clustering
Characterization
Discrimination
Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association analysis
Sequence analysis
Data Clustering
Data clustering is the process of partitioning a set of data (or objects) in a set of meaningful sub-classes
called clusters. It helps understand the natural grouping or structure in a data set. The key concept in
clustering is “similarity” or “dissimilarity” since a cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to
one another and thus can be treated collectively as a group. Clustering analysis, also called “unsupervised
classification” because unlike classification there are no predefined classes, consists of grouping data such
that the similarity between data in a cluster is maximized while the dissimilarity between data in different
clusters is also maximized.
This problem of clustering data in groups is not new. It has been a important topic in statistics for some
time since the applications of clustering are endless. However, the solutions proposed by statisticians don’t
scale well with today’s extremely large data sets. The DM community has contributed with a large number
of algorithms to deal with clustering, some for continuous numerical data, and others for discrete data.
In the e-learning arena, we are using clustering analysis to discover groups of similar learning behaviours.
What we call learning behaviour in this case is a sequence of activities in a web-based learning site. By
grouping web sessions in groups of similar behaviours, we not only group the learners who have similar
activity patters but also discover the existing learning behaviours. This of course is still experimental. We
are still investigating the important attributes that should be taken into account when grouping sessions. In
other words, what constitutes a good similarity measure in the context of grouping on-line learning
behaviours? Currently, we are only taking into account the sequence of events (i.e. the clicks visitation
stream) per session. So a learner can end up in different groups if the learning behaviour changes.
Any other ideas?

In the next message, I'll introduce the association rule mining. This will answer Sylvia's question about
recomendation systems à la Amazone.com.
I've got to go back the living room.
Cheers,
Date: Mon, 24 Dec 2001 (21:31)
Subject: Association and Sequence Analysis
Keywords:

#85 Status: Read

Author: Osmar Zaiane
Ok. It is after 22:00 in Edmonton. My family is sleeping and Santa already passed by Edmonton. So here
is the rest of the DM presentation.
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The next DM canonical tasks on the list are Association Analysis and Sequence Analysis.
Association Analysis
Characterization
Discrimination
Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association analysis
Sequence analysis
Association Analysis
Association rule mining is perhaps the most studied DM task in the literature. It is the study of
associations between facts or data objects that frequently occur together. These could be for example the
items that are bought together in a transaction, or the pages that are visited together in a web session. The
typical use of association rules is in market basket analysis. Given the transactions in a store for example,
a store manager would want to know the strong associations between items bought. If an association rule
is discovered between 2 items, let’s say item A and item B, it would be futile to have a sale on both items
at the same time. A sale on item A would suffice because if a customer buys A, he or she will highly likely
buy B as well. Other decisions could also be to put A and B in different corners of the store to oblige the
customer to go through the store from A to B and probably buy other items in the process. Association
rules are not necessarily for only pairs of items but could be for any number of associated items. We call
these k-itemsets, where k is the number of items. The techniques used to find association rules are
probabilistic techniques without the assumption of fact or object independence.
The basic idea is fairly simple but the scalable and efficient implementation is very complex, hence the
significant research interest in DM that it attracts.
Roughly speaking, we are interested in frequent single items that we combine to get the frequent pairs of
items, the frequent triplets, etc. than the frequent k-itemsets. A k-itemset is frequent when the probability
that the k items appear together in a transaction is higher than a threshold called minimum support. Now
with all these frequent itemsets, rules of the form P -> Q are discovered for each frequent itemset, such
that P and Q are conjunctions of the items in the frequent itemset and the conditional probability of Q
knowing P is higher than another threshold called minimum confidence.
The bottom line is that these rules P -> Q can be very useful in many applications. I gave a small example
in the market basket analysis above. In that case, the transaction was the items bought together (i.e. put in
the cart). In the amazone.com type of application, the transaction could be the books bought by the same
customer. The association rules generated could then be used to build a recommendation system. If a rule
“IF book-a AND book-b AND book-c THEN book-x” is discovered, then when a customer who already
bought 2 of the books in the antecedent of the rule buys the third one, then the recommendation system,
using this rule, would recommend book-x to the customer. This is similar to the recommendation system
example I gave in message #75 for e-learning, but rather than having books, we have activities. So
basically, if a learner achieves two activities, the recommender could suggest a third learning activity if
there is an association rule discovered between the three activities based on historical data (data cumulated
in previous or current term).
Sequence Analysis
Characterization
Discrimination
Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association analysis
Sequence analysis
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Sequence Analysis
The idea is basically the same as association analysis but the order of the items matters, hence the
sequence. So the items are not just in sets but in sequences. This is more important in the context of
e-learning since the fact that a learner did an activity before another is relevant. The information “learner
X visited page A after page B” conveys more knowledge than “learner X visited page A and B”.
OK! Enough for now. How do you see this used in the e-learning context? Other ideas?
I will not be connecting to this forum in the next 2 days for obvious reasons. I doubt others will contribute
anyways. I will be monitoring the discussion after that and wrap-up just before the New Year. I would
recommend to keep this forum open and I’ll visit from time to time, or have another forum later as Part II.
We’ll see.
Its already 10:30pm. Bye!
Happy Holidays for everyone.
Date: Tue, 25 Dec 2001 (10:22)
Subject: Re:Association and Sequence Analysis
Keywords: Class De Luxe
Author: Claudio Orea
In-Reply-To:
Association and Sequence Analysis

#86 Status: Read

Hi Osmar and Everyone!
In message 85, Osmar gives us again a spectacular, spectacular class on the remaining canonical rules on
DM.
I will have to Thank-U, Osmar, for more than a couple of things:
1.- This session has rounded the scenario for your theme in a very substancial fashion.
2.- Clustering, Association and Sequence Analysis are often confused by non statistitians as they tend to
look similar for those of us who are mere educators. Your explanation has been clear and deep;
Congratulations! (still, we -audience- will have to provide more feasible educational applications).
3.- Leaving guests and family partying in the living room while in elearning session on a 24th of
December would only passed across the mind of a true EDUCATOR, not just a ciberspecialist; What an
example!!!
(I would provide an online MEDALL of HONOR and MERIT! for both, your family and yourself!!!!!);
very few people in this area of knowledge could've done that and I am pretty sure that all of them are
directly related to GEN.
4.- Announcing that you'll be away for the next two days GIVES YOURSELF BACK THE QUALITY
OF HUMAN BEING! ;-) Thanks for all of this, Osmar, we are still learning!
Happy holidays for you and your family!

Un abrazo,
Claudio.
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#87 Status: Read

Author: Christine Schickentanz
Osmar, could you please talk a bit more in detail about the "granularity of tracking activities", how
"learning objects themselves ... could also track activities at a different level of granularity" and what it
means "that the tracked activities will be semantically linked to the real learning activities happening
on-line". I don't understand it. Tracking elearning activities for me basically means "counting" something,
e.g. clicks. How can the quantity of activities be interpreted in such a way that you can "understand" the
meaning of these elearning activities and therefore make meaningful suggestions to the learner?
Christine
Date: Mon, 31 Dec 2001 (16:43)
Subject: Re:tracking activities (see # 69)
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
tracking activities (see # 69)

#89 Status: Read

Christine, in message #87 wrote:
Osmar, could you please talk a bit more in detail about the "granularity of tracking activities", how
"learning objects themselves ... could also track activities at a different level of granularity" and what it
means "that the tracked activities will be semantically linked to the real learning activities happening
on-line". I don't understand it. Tracking elearning activities for me basically means "counting" something,
e.g. clicks. How can the quantity of activities be interpreted in such a way that you can "understand" the
meaning of these elearning activities and therefore make meaningful suggestions to the learner?
This is an interesting topic and is a whole chapter in its on. Basically, in a very brief explanation,
e-learning, at least web-based e-learning, uses web servers to deliver content. The monitoring in this
context is at the mercy of the web server access tracking. The tracking is very rudimentary and simply
logs (in a log) each HTTP request it receives. A request is when someone asks for a page or a document in
geneal. The request is then recorded with the user ID, if available, the URL requested, the host from which
the request originated, a time stamp, and some other basic information. The logs were designed this way
to help webmasters or administrators monitor the access activities and pinpoint eventual errors or
problems. So the granularity of the web log (or the activities tracked) is the URL. The URL is just the
address of a web page, an image, an applet, a script, etc. While this can be helpful in some cases, it is very
primitive to give enough knowledge about the real activities. The main reason being that most e-learning
web-based systems are built with dynamic pages (like this page of VGroups with the current forum). The
dynamic pages are generated by scripts. The only thing we would find in the web log is the access to a
script with some parameters. Look in the URL of this page: VF_dspmsg.cgi is the script, ci=132 and
mi=89 are parameters indicating "read message 89 of conference 132", but in many cases mapping the
script name and parameters to an action (learning activity) is very difficult. Often scripts are done by
different programmers over a long period of time (Virtual-U is a good example for that). Thus the
mapping to learning activities from just the entries in web log is often quasi impossible. This leads to
difficulty in interpreting the patterns (if ever discovered) that DM finds. In e-business, the same problem
exists, and the solution adopted is to build an application server on top of the web server in order to track
the real actions made by customers on-line. Of course, e-commerce is backed by $money$ unlike
e-learning, so many companies are selling these custome made application servers for e-commerce. The
same this should be done for e-lerning with an application layer dedicated to learning activity tracking
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(rather than just URL access tracking). This application layer could be distributed within the learning
objects. In other words, the learning objects could be responsible to track the access to them and the
actions made by/with them. I hope this answers part of your question.
I will answer you the question in message 88 next year. :-)
By the way, thank you for all the support message many sent. It is very encouraging.

Happy New Year to all of you.
Osmar.
Date: Mon, 31 Dec 2001 (09:28)
Subject: questions
Keywords:
information - interpretation - meaning

#88 Status: Read

Author: Christine Schickentanz
I have learned a lot in this seminar. To go on learning: Here are some more questions:
With DM we can MONITOR learner behaviour (e.g. who clicks when in what sequence?), but how can
we use DM to INTERPRETE this behaviour in order to possibly enrich the learning experience? What I
didn’t get is if there are specific DM techniques to help with this interpretation or do we use the usual
suspects like didactics, psychology etc. to interprete the informations we get from DM?
Can DM reveal meaningful insights about learning processes by making visible something which would
not have been noticed otherwise, e.g. patterns of data or of connections/relationships between data?
Only data which have been put into the mines can be used, right? Is combining these data in different
ways the method to produce new informations/insights?
How can I use DM for elearning in an alchemical way – putting iron, copper, zinc etc. into the mine and
getting gold out of it (and maybe even something totally new I haven’t even dreamed of)?
Special thanks to you, Osmar, and a very happy New Year to everybody!
Christine
Date: Mon, 31 Dec 2001 (22:32)
Subject: Re:questions
Keywords:
Author: Osmar Zaiane
In-Reply-To:
questions

#90 Status: Read

Christine in message #88 wrote:
With DM we can MONITOR learner behaviour (e.g. who clicks when in what sequence?), but how
can we use DM to INTERPRETE this behaviour in order to possibly enrich the learning
experience? What I didn’t get is if there are specific DM techniques to help with this interpretation
or do we use the usual suspects like didactics, psychology etc. to interprete the informations we get
from DM?
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This is a common question that many people ask when introduced to the concepts of DM and knowledge
discovery. DM is the code of the knowledge discovery process, but there are many other phases in the
process. DM discovers patterns from a large collection of data that has been a priori cleaned, integrated
and carefully selected. The outcome of DM is a set of patterns potentially useful. The interpretation of
these patterns is not DM, though DM is supposed to give us patterns that are interpretable. The usefulness
and interpretability of the patterns depends not only on the DM techniques used, but also depends greatly
on the data preprocessing that comes before DM. That is why data preprocessing often take 60 to 80% of
the total effort in the knowledge discovery process. What we could call knowledge discovered comes only
after interpretation of the patterns. This interpretation requires significant domain expertise.
Here are roughly illustrated the main phases of the KDD process where DM is at the core.

You can find more details in a document I wrote for my students as an introduction to the course: (
Introduction to Data Mining)
Christine in message #88 wrote:
Can DM reveal meaningful insights about learning processes by making visible something which
would not have been noticed otherwise, e.g. patterns of data or of connections/relationships between
data?
Yes, that is exactly the purpose of DM: bringing up some knowledge hidden deep in the raw data, whether
it is relationships of some sort or other types of patterns.
Christine in message #88 wrote:
Only data which have been put into the mines can be used, right? Is combining these data in
different ways the method to produce new informations/insights? How can I use DM for elearning in
an alchemical way – putting iron, copper, zinc etc. into the mine and getting gold out of it (and
maybe even something totally new I haven’t even dreamed of)?
The DM techniques are basically algorithms, i.e. recipes to combine data efficiently in order to find these
patterns. Building special algorithms customized for the problem at hand is an “Art”. This is what data
mining researchers do: coming up with “recipes” to combine data in such a way to produce the sought for
patterns. So the answer to your question is yes. With regard to the analogy with the alchemist (I like the
analogy) putting iron, copper, zinc, etc. together to get “something new”, I should say that it is not exactly
the task of DM. This is what we call Data Consolidation. Putting data coming from different data sources
together is part of the preprocessing phase. That is why preprocessing the data can be expensive in time
and effort. Often data from different data sources is heterogeneous, filled with inconsistencies and even
contradictions. Dealing with that mess comes before even DM starts, but it is part of the knowledge
discovery process.
Date: Thu, 03 Jan 2002 (11:28)
Subject: Re:questions
Keywords:
Author: Christine Schickentanz
In-Reply-To:
Re:questions
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Thank your very much for your patient answers, Osmar, and also for the "Introduction to Data Mining"
document. That was very helpful! It was fun reading it now, because of the beautiful feeling of
understanding quite a bit of what you are talking about (by the way, on page 11: "Prediction", could you
give an example for predicting "some unavailable data values or pending trends, or predict a class label for
some data." What is meant by "class label of an object", "attribute values of the object and the attibute
values of the classes." ?)
How can we continue once this seminar is finished ? (I hope we can go on for a while!) I looked at
www.the-data-mine.com and www.kdnuggets.com and was really glad I came across data mining in our
seminar here. These websites did not look very inviting to me to dig in, which, of course, does not mean
that there might not be some jewels hidden in them. Any recommendations?
While printing your paper on "Web Usage Mining for a Better Web-Based Learning Environment" (I still
don't like reading longer texts on the screen), my ink cartridge gave up! Do you know of any other papers
on using data mining for elearning? Right now there are data mining categories and elearning categories
swirling around in my brain and sometimes they already meet for some moments (thanks to your
examples), but it will take some more time (and meetings) for them to really have fun with each other!
Cheers from Nuernberg (covered in snow and looking very beautiful!)
Christine
Date: Thu, 03 Jan 2002 (12:34)
Subject: Happy New Year and next steps for DM
Keywords:
Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Re:questions

#92 Status: Read

Happy New Year everyone!
Christine writes: "How can we continue once this seminar is finished ? (I hope we can go on for a while!)"

Just so you know, we're open to suggestions for keeping the data mining discussion going! We could
organize a part II seminar, or a more open-ended format such as a SIG (special interest group). Or, of
course, we could simply extend this seminar. Osmar, you're probably buried under with the new semester
starting up and will be groaning when you read this!
Anyway, let me know your preferences and I'll be happy to help get things organized.
Sylvia (like Chrisine... looking out at the beautiful snow!)
Date: Sat, 05 Jan 2002 (09:50)
Subject: Next steps for DM: seminar extended
Keywords:
Author: Sylvia Currie
In-Reply-To:
Happy New Year and next steps for DM

#94 Status: Read

I'm happy to announce that this seminar WILL be extended -- until January 31st for now and we can
revisit the future of our data mining discussion then. Osmar, as I guessed, has a heavy teaching load this
semester and will try to check in as much as possible. So consider the remainder of this seminar "semi-
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moderated"! So please continue to raise and discuss new questions and ideas; Osmar will contribute as
time permits.
Thanks everyone!
Sylvia
Date: Fri, 04 Jan 2002 (07:44)
Subject: Web Usage Mining and DM's next steps
Keywords:

#93 Status: Read

Author: Zenon Gawron
Hi,
My name is Zenon Gawron, and I am a grad student at Athabasca University in Canada and occasional
GEN participant.
I have been looking forward to this session for some time, and have been happily reading along (lurking)
since it's inception. To my mind, it's been one of the most informative GEN seminars held in the last two
years, and I certainly hope it will continue in one form or other in the months to come. This introduction
to some of the general concepts underlying DM has been absolutely invaluable.
I came to this DM session with a particular interest in web usage mining, specifically analyzing server
access logs for asynchronous conferencing sessions held in a VirtualU environment over the last year. I
was first introduced to Prof. Zaiane by Cindy Xin in the Telelearn conference in Montreal a couple of
years ago. In the course of our conversation it became apparent to me that the WebLogMiner, an
application that he and his collegues were developing, would be invaluable in uncovering the social
process involved in the construction of conference transcripts. (see for example, his paper at
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/~zaiane/postscript/weblog98.pdf). In my case, however, the point of departure
would be social network analysis rather than semantic analysis.
As Prof. Zaiane has pointed out elsewhere, "the web log cleaning and transformation phase often
consumes 80% to 95% of the effort and resources needed for web usage mining ". And here I am, a fellow
interested in off-line web usage mining with access logs and alot of time on his hands;)
I'm wondering, then, would it be possible to spend a brief amount of time in the future trajectory of this
conference to the mechanics of applied web usage mining and WebLogMiner? An exercise in the practical
application of DM concepts would be both stimulating and helpful in retrospectively assessing VU
conferencing.
I join all of you in conveying my profound thanks to Osmar for all his patient work in this conference.
Zen
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